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Abstract
In this thesis, we describe a method for the numerical reconstruction of the
complete wavefront properties from a single digital hologram: the ampli-
tude, the phase and the polarization state. For this purpose, we present the
principle of digital holographic microscopy (DHM) and the numerical re-
construction process which consists of propagating numerically a wavefront
from the hologram plane to the reconstruction plane. We then define the
different parameters of a Numerical Parametric Lens (NPL) introduced in
the reconstruction plane that should be precisely adjusted to achieve a cor-
rect reconstruction. We demonstrate that automatic procedures not only
allow to adjust these parameters, but in addition, to completely compen-
sate for the phase aberrations. The method consists in computing directly
from the hologram a NPL defined by standard or Zernike polynomials
without prior knowledge of physical setup values (microscope objective fo-
cal length, distance between the object and the objective...). This method
enables to reconstruct correct and accurate phase distributions, even in the
presence of strong and high order aberrations. Furthermore, we show that
this method allows to compensate for the curvature of specimen. The NPL
parameters obtained by Zernike polynomial fit give quantitative measure-
ments of micro-optics aberrations and the reconstructed images reveal their
surface defects and roughness. Examples with micro-lenses and a metallic
sphere are presented.
Then, this NPL is introduced in the hologram plane and allows, as a
system of optical lenses, numerical magnification, complete aberration com-
pensation in DHM (correction of image distortions and phase aberrations)
and shifting. This NPL can be automatically computed by polynomial fit,
but it can also be defined by a calibration method called Reference Con-
jugated Hologram (RCH). We demonstrate the power of the method by
the reconstruction of non-aberrated wavefronts from holograms recorded
specifically with high orders aberrations introduced by a tilted thick plate,
or by a cylindrical lens or by a lens ball used instead of the microscope
objective.
Finally, we present a modified digital holographic microscope permit-
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ting the reconstruction of the polarization state of a wavefront. The prin-
ciple consists in using two reference waves polarized orthogonally that in-
terfere with an object wave. Then, the two wavefronts are reconstructed
separately from the same hologram and are processed to image the polar-
ization state in terms of Jones vector components. Simulated and experi-
mental data are compared to a theoretical model in order to evaluate the
precision limit of the method for different polarization states of the object
wave.
We apply this technique to image the birefringence and the dichroism
induced in a stressed polymethylmethacrylate sample (PMMA), in a bent
optical fiber and in a thin concrete specimen. To evaluate the precision
of the phase difference measurement in DHM design, the birefringence in-
duced by internal stress in an optical fiber is measured and compared to
the birefringence profile captured by a standard method, which had been
developed to obtain high-resolution birefringence profiles of optical fibers.
A 6 degrees phase difference resolution is obtained, comparable with stan-
dard imaging polariscope, but with the advantage of a single acquisition
allowing real-time reconstruction.
Keywords: Computer Holography, Microscopy, Aberration Compensa-
tion, Polarization
Version abrégée
Dans cette thèse, nous décrivons une méthode capable de reconstruire
numériquement et complètement les propriétés d’un front d’onde à par-
tir d’un unique hologramme digital: l’amplitude, la phase et l’état de po-
larisation. Dans ce but, nous présentons le principe de la Microscopie par
Holographie Digitale (DHM) et le processus de reconstrution qui consiste à
propager numériquement un front d’onde à partir du plan de l’hologramme
jusqu’au plan de reconstruction. Nous définissons ensuite les différents
paramètres d’une Lentille Numérique Paramétrique (NPL), introduite dans
le plan de reconstruction, qui doivent être précisément ajustés pour obtenir
une reconstruction correcte. Nous démontrons que des procédures automa-
tiques permettent non seulement d’ajuster ces paramètres mais de plus de
compenser complètement les aberrations de phase. La méthode consiste à
calculer directement, à partir de l’hologramme, une NPL définie par des
polynômes standards ou de Zernike sans connaissance a priori des valeurs
physiques du montage expérimental (focale de l’objectif de microscope, dis-
tance entre l’objet et l’objectif...). Cette méthode permet de reconstruire
les distributions de phase correctement et précisément, même en présence
d’aberrations fortes ou d’ordres élevés. De plus, nous montrons que cette
méthode permet de compenser la courbure de spécimens. Les paramètres
de la NPL obtenus avec l’approche par les polynômes de Zernike fournissent
des mesures quantitatives des aberrations de micro-optiques et les images
reconstruites révèlent leur défauts de surface et leur rugosité. Des exemples
avec des micro-lentilles et une sphère métallique sont présentés.
Ensuite, cette NPL est introduite dans le plan de l’hologramme et per-
met, comme un système de lentilles optiques, des décalages et des gran-
dissements numériques paramétrables ainsi qu’une compensation totale des
aberrations en DHM (correction des distorsions d’images et des aberra-
tions de phase). Cette NPL peut être calculée automatiquement par une
approche polynomiale, mais elle peut aussi être définie par une méthode
de calibrage appellée Hologramme de Référence Conjugué (RCH). Nous
démontrons la puissance de la méthode en reconstruisant des fronts d’onde
non aberrés à partir d’hologrammes volontairement enregistrés avec des
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aberrations d’ordre élevé introduites par une lame épaisse inclinée, par une
lentille cylindrique ou par une lentille sphérique utilisées à la place d’un
objectif de microscope.
Enfin, nous présentons un microscope holographique digital modifié qui
permet de reconstruire l’état de polarisation d’un front d’onde. Le principe
consiste à utiliser deux ondes de référence polarisées orthogonalement qui
interfèrent avec une onde objet. Ensuite, l’état de polarisation, exprimé en
termes de composantes du vecteur de Jones, est calculé à partir des deux
fronts d’onde reconstruits séparément à partir du même hologramme. Des
mesures simulées et expérimentales sont comparées à un modèle théorique
dans le but d’évaluer la limite de précision de la méthode pour différents
états de polarisation de l’onde objet.
Nous appliquons cette technique à l’imagerie de biréfringence et
de dichroïsme induits dans un échantillon de polymethylmethacrylate
(PMMA) soumis à une contrainte, dans une fibre optique courbée, ainsi que
dans un échantillon fin de béton. Afin d’évaluer la précision sur la mesure
de différence de phase pour un montage expérimental en microscopie, la
biréfringence induite par les contraintes internes d’une fibre optique est
mesurée et comparée au profil de biréfringence obtenu par une méthode
standard, qui a été développée pour obtenir des hautes résolutions de pro-
fils de biréfringence pour les fibres optiques. Une résolution de 6 degrés
pour la différence de phase est obtenue, ce qui est comparable aux polar-
iscopes standards avec l’avantage d’une unique acquisition et donc d’une
reconstruction possible en temps réel.
Mots clefs: Holographie digitale, Microscopie, Compensation
d’aberration, Polarisation
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Goal of Thesis
The great advantage of holographic techniques is that a single hologram
acquisition allows theoretically to record and to reconstruct simultaneously
the amplitude and the phase components of a wavefront. This feature is
very well demonstrated in classical holography with art holograms that
show 3D images of human faces for example. In the case of digital hologra-
phy (DH) and digital holographic microscopy (DHM), this feature is very
often proposed but not always accomplished. Indeed, the numerical process
of wavefront reconstruction needs a precise adjustment of several parame-
ters so that these computed data fit as close as possible their experimental
equivalences. This approach seems to require a perfect a-priori knowledge
of these parameters. Therefore a majority of authors prefer to reconstruct
the phase component by using several holograms with apparently a more
simple procedure.
Another proposed advantage in classical holography is the possibility to
record on the same support different interference patterns (multi-exposed
holograms). A first possibility is to record these interferences by changing
the reference wave orientation. As a consequence, when the hologram is
illuminated, different reconstructed objects appear, depending on the ori-
entation of the illumination wave. Well known examples are the artistic
holograms where we can observe a human face smiling or not, when look-
ing at it from the left or from the right. Another possibility is to record
simultaneously the interferences between an object wave and several refer-
ence waves as suggested by Lohmann in 1965 [Loh65], and especially using
two different polarized reference waves. If the first possibility has no real
interest in digital holography, the second one can be applied easily and
allows a polarization imaging by use of a single hologram.
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This thesis is dedicated to the application of numerical methods for
the reconstruction of the amplitude, the phase, and the polarization state
of a wavefront by using a single hologram. For these purposes, automatic
procedures are developed to adjust the reconstruction parameters without
knowing them beforehand. Furthermore, a complete aberration compensa-
tion of the DHM technique is presented.
1.2 Structure of the Dissertation
In the next sections of the present chapter, some basics of classical hologra-
phy are summarized, followed by a brief state of the art of digital hologra-
phy. Then, we present some basics of polarization, the Jones formalism, the
interpretation of polarization parameters in terms of dichroism and bire-
fringence, and finally the state of the art of polarization imaging. Chapter 1
constitutes the introduction, Chapters 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 the core of the thesis
and Chapter 7 the conclusion.
This thesis is divided in two different parts. The first one (Chapters 2, 3
and 4) is dedicated to the wavefront reconstruction procedure from a
single hologram. In Chapter 2, we present and develop in detail the ba-
sics of the procedure presented initially by Cuche et al. [Cuc99a,Cuc99b,
Cuc00c,Cuc00d]. We discuss and compare the implementation of this pro-
cedure to the two numerical reconstruction formulation in DHM: the Single
Fourier Transform Formulation (SFTF) and the Convolution Formulation
(CF). For this purpose, we introduce the concept of Numerical Parametric
Lens (NPL), an array of complex numbers calculated from several para-
meters that have to be adjusted precisely in the reconstructed plane to
achieve a correct wavefront reconstruction. In Chapter 3 (modified ver-
sion of Ref. [Col06]), NPL is generalized and defined with two different
2D polynomial models (Standard and Zernike polynomials) to compensate
for phase aberrations. We show in Section 3.3 that automatic procedures
allow to adjust the reconstruction parameters defining this NPL. Finally
in Chapter 4, a complete aberration compensation (compensation of am-
plitude, phase and image distortion) is achieved by applying NPL in the
hologram plane instead of the reconstruction plane. We show first that this
NPL can be defined and adjusted by polynomial fit as in the reconstruc-
tion plane. We present also a calibration method, inspired by the works of
Ward et al. [War71] and Upatnieks et al. [Upa66], that computes the NPL
from a conjugated reference hologram. Furthermore, we demonstrate that
this NPL, placed in the hologram plane, behaves like a physical optical lens
and can be used to magnify or to shift the reconstructed images.
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The second part (Chapters 5 and 6) concerns the application of DHM
to polarization imaging. In Chapter 5, the design and principle of the re-
construction of the State Of Polarization (SOP) are presented. The limit
of precision of the method is estimated by a simulated and experimental
study (modified version of Ref. [Col04]). Finally, Chapter 6 presents differ-
ent applications and results of the DHM-Polariscope (modified versions of
Refs [Col02b,Col05b,Col05a].
1.2.1 Classical Holography
Generalities
A description of the different forms and applications of classical hologra-
phy is already developed in detail in several books [Goo68,Har96,Col71,
Han79, Str69, Smi69, Fra87]. Furthermore, an exhaustive list of historical
papers and an interesting overview of the developments of holography,
from its discovery by Denis Gabor in 1947 to the present, can be found
in Ref. [Lei97]. Here we just give a short presentation of off-axis hologra-
phy and introduce some conventions of vocabulary, symbols and geometry
which will be used throughout this thesis.
It is however important to mention that, although digital holography
took a great importance in the holographic topics, the classical holography
cannot be and should not be reduced to only 3D spectacular art images.
The research work began during the 1950s and the 1960s by several fa-
mous personalities like D. Gabor, E.N. Leith, A. Lohmann, R.J. Collier,
J. Upatnieks, G. Stroke, N. Hartman, Yu. N. Denisyuk, S. Benton, R.F.
Vanligte, J.W. Goodman, R. Dändliker, H. Tiziani, and N. Abramson,
continues today for many different applications like holographic data stor-
age [She97,Ort03], photorefractive crystals applications [Roo03], or light-
in-flight for ultrafast phenomena recording [Yam05] among others.
Furthermore, classical holography is a source of inspiration for the de-
velopment of digital holography. For example, the configuration of DHM
presented in [Cuc99b] and used in this thesis was presented for the first time
in 1966 by VanLighte and Oserberg [Van66]. In the particular case of this
thesis, we can mention that the use of holography for polarization imag-
ing (Chapters 5 and 6) follows an idea initially proposed by A. Lohmann
in 1965 [Loh65], and the calibration method presented in Section 4.5.3 is
directly inspired from works of Ward and Upatnieks [Upa66,War71].
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Recording and reconstruction of a hologram
A hologram results from the interference between two coherent waves, a
first wave called the object wave O emanating from the object and a sec-
ond one called the reference wave R. In the hologram plane 0xy, these
two waves produce an interference pattern with a two-dimensional (2D)
intensity distribution:
IH(x, y) = (R+O)(R+O)∗ = |R|2 + |O|2 +R∗O+RO∗, (1.1)
where |R|2 = IR is the intensity of the reference wave and |O|2 = IO(x, y)
the intensity of the object wave. R∗O and RO∗ are the interference terms
with R∗ and O∗ denoting the complex conjugates of the two waves. In
classical holography, this interference pattern is principally recorded on
photographic plates, photorefractive material, or photopolymers.
Assuming a plane reference wave with a uniform intensity IR and a
hologram transmittance proportional to the exposure, the so-called recon-
structed wavefront Ψ is obtained by the illumination of the hologram with
a plane wave U:
Ψ(x, y) = UIH(x, y) = UIR +UIO +UR∗O+URO∗. (1.2)
The two first terms of Eq. 1.2 form the zero order of diffraction which
will be sometimes called zero order (ZO) in what follows. The third and
the fourth terms are produced by the interference terms and they generate
two conjugate or twin images of the object. UR∗O produces a virtual
image located at the initial position of the object and URO∗ produces a
real image located on the other side of the hologram. If the reconstruction
is performed by illuminating the hologram with a replica of the reference
wave (U = R) the virtual image is a replica of the object wave multiplied
by the reference intensity (IRO). Reciprocally if U = R∗, the real image is
a replica of the conjugate object wave multiplied by the reference intensity
(IRO∗).
In classical holography, the condition U = R or U = R∗ is generally
required, especially for so-called thick or volume holograms for which the
recording of the interference in the thickness of the photographic emulsion
defines a Bragg condition for the illuminating wave (see. e.g. Ref. [Goo68],
chap. 8). This Bragg condition also acts on the wavelength of the illumi-
nating wave and if light with a broad spectrum (white light) is used for
the reconstruction process, only the "correct" wavelength will participate to
the image formation. For thin holograms, the condition U = R or U = R∗
cannot be strictly satisfied with a repercussion on the quality of the re-
constructed images; in particular, their resolution [Cha69]. As explained
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Figure 1.1: (a) Recording and (b) reconstruction of an off-axis hologram.
in Ref. [Cuc99a] and developed in Chapter 2 of this thesis, the phase re-
construction in DHM is performed by replacing the illuminating wave U
by a digital reference RD, which must be an exact replica of the optical
reference wave.
Off-axis holography
In Gabor’s original work, the hologram was recorded in an inline geometry
with an object wave and a reference wave having parallel directions of
propagation. In this case, the four components of Eq. 1.2 propagate along
the same direction and cannot be observed separately. The idea with off-
axis holography (Fig. 1.1) is to introduce an angle θ between the directions
of propagation of the object and reference waves. Therefore, the different
terms of the interference propagate along separated directions during the
reconstruction. Indeed, if we assume a plane reference wave of the form:
R(x, y) =
√
IR exp (ikx sin θ), (1.3)
where k = 2pi/λ is the wavenumber. The intensity on the hologram plane
becomes:
IH = IR + IO +
√
IR exp (−ikx sin θ)O+
√
IR exp (ikx sin θ)O∗. (1.4)
The phase factor exp (−ikx sin θ) in the third term indicates that the wave,
which produces the virtual image, is deflected with an angle −θ with re-
spect to the direction of the illuminating waveU. The opposite phase factor
appears in the fourth term, meaning that the wave producing the real im-
age is deflected with an angle θ. The zero order of diffraction propagates
in the same direction as U. In other words, the off-axis geometry allows to
separate spatially the different orders of diffraction.
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1.2.2 Digital Holography: State of the Art
An overview on digital holography can be found in Ref. [Sch02]; therefore,
we give here only a brief account of the history of digital holography.
The principle of digital holography is identical to the classical one. The
idea is always to record the interference between an object wave and a ref-
erence wave in an in-line or off-axis geometry. The major difference consists
in replacing the photographic plate by a digital device like a charged-couple
device camera (CCD), and in achieving the reconstruction process numer-
ically. This idea was proposed for the first time in 1967 by J.W. Goodman
and R.W. Laurence [Goo67] and numerical hologram reconstruction was
initiated by M.A. Kronrod and L.P. Yaroslavsky [Kro72b,Kro72a] in the
early 1970s. They still recorded in-line and Fourier holograms on a photo-
graphic plate, but they enlarged and sampled part of them to reconstruct
them numerically.
A complete digital holographic setup in a sense of digital recording and
reconstruction was achieved by U. Schnars and W. Jüptner when they in-
troduce a CCD camera to record Fresnel holograms [Sch94b]. This method
suppresses the long intermediate step of photographic plate development
between the recording and the numerical reconstruction process and allows
high acquisition and reconstruction rates.
Important steps in the evolution of the technique and algorithms
have been proposed since: acquisition through endoscopic device [Coq95,
Sch99,Sch01,Kol03,Ped03], the use of large wavelength [All03] and short-
coherence laser sources [Ped01a,Ped02,Mas05,ML05a]. An important step
was the reconstruction of the phase in addition to the amplitude. Dif-
ferent techniques exist to reconstruct the phase. In-line techniques re-
quire phase-shifting procedures done with several holograms acquired suc-
cessively [Yam97, Zha98, Lai00b, Guo02, Yam03, Awa04, Mil05] or simul-
taneously [Kol92,Kem99,Mil01, Dun03,Wya03]. In off-axis configuration,
Schnars et al. [Sch94a] demonstrated the possibility to measure specimen
deformations by evaluating the phase difference between two states of the
specimen. However, this double exposure technique does not give the ab-
solute phase of the object wave.
A solution for absolute phase measurements was proposed by Cuche
et al. in 1999 [Cuc99a] and then by Liebling [Lie03,Lie04b]. They showed
that the reconstruction of the phase can be done from a single hologram
as in classical holography by the adjustment of several parameters. How-
ever, as proposed initially, the procedure for this parameters adjustment
is not automated and requires a prior knowledge of the parameters values,
making the method not user-friendly. To avoid this adjustment, Ferraro
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et al. [Fer03b] used a reference hologram taken in a flat part of the speci-
men, and a subtraction procedure for aberrations compensation. This sim-
ple technique performs efficiently if the experimental presence of parasitic
conditions (vibrations, drifts,...) are well controlled, but fails in provid-
ing precise measurements in most of the situations, and is therefore not
adapted for most practical applications.
Then, Cuche et al. showed in Ref. [Cuc99b] that their technique can
be applied in DHM developed recently [Had92,Zha98,Tak99,Tis01,Xu01,
Yam01b,Dub02a,Car04,Cop04]. Because DHM allows for truly noninvasive
examination of biological specimen, the interest of digital holography tech-
niques for biomedical applications increases [Col02a, Tis03, Ale04, Car04,
Pop04, vH04, Ike05, Tis05, Mas05, ML05a, Mar05, Jeo05, Jav05b, Ahn05,
Sun05, Rap05]. Other developments are proposed as tomographic digital
holography [Ind99,Kim00,Dak03,Mas05,The05,ML05a,Yu05], optical dif-
fraction tomography [Cha06c], color digital holography [Kat02, Yam02,
Alm04, Jav05a], synthetic-wavelength digital holography [Ono98,Wag00,
Gas03] and several aberrations compensation techniques [Cuc99b, Sta00,
Ind01,Ped01b,dN02,Fer03a,Fer03b,ML05a,Yon05,dN05b,Col06].
Other applications are deformation analysis and shape measure-
ment [Ped97,Nil98,Kem99,Nil00,Yam01a,Ma04], particle tracking [Mur00,
Coe02, Hin02, Soo02, Fer03a, Leb03, Pan03, Xu03,Mül04], information en-
crypting [Jav00, Taj00, Lai00a, Yu03, Nis04, Nom04, He05, Sit05], refrac-
tometry [Keb99, Dub99, Bac05, Seb05, Apo04], electrochemistry [Wan04,
Yan04], vibration measurement [Zha04a, Bor05, Iem05], micro-optic test-
ing [Mül05b,Sin05,Cha06a] or ferroelectric metrology [dA04,dN04,Gri04,
Pat05]. We mention also the paper of Beghuin et al. in Ref. [Beg99] that
applies digital holography to polarization imaging. This paper shows the
feasibility of DHM to image the polarization state that is presented in this
thesis (Chapters 5 and 6) and published in the Ref. [Col02b,Col04,Col05b].
1.3 Basics of Polarization
This section presents and defines the polarization parameters used through
out this thesis and particularly in Chapters 5 and 6. For more details about
polarization light, the reader can consult different books as for example
Refs. [Kli90,Sal91,Bor80].
Two different formalisms exist to represent the polarization state of a
wave: the Jones and Stokes formalisms. The fact that it usually is easier
to measure intensities than phases, the second one is very often used be-
cause it expresses the polarization state in terms of different intensities.
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In this thesis, because the digital holographic technique allows to measure
the phase of a wavefront, the use of Jones formalism is preferred. There-
fore only the Jones formalism is presented in the following section ; but
simple relations between Jones and Stokes parameters can be found in the
Ref. [Kli90]. In the second part of this section we present different tech-
niques for polarization imaging.
1.3.1 Jones Formalism
We define a wave E that is the superposition of two waves Ex and Ey that
have the same pulsation $ and the same wave vector k along z, but with
orthogonal vibration planes:
E =
 ExEy
0
 exp[i(kx−$t], (1.5)
where x = (x, y, z) is the position vector, Ex and Ey are complex numbers:
Ex = |Ex| exp(iϕx)
Ey = |Ey| exp(iϕy) . (1.6)
We can normalize Eq. 1.5 by dividing the two components of E by
Ex exp[i(kx − $t] and we define the polarization property of the wave E
by its Jones vector:
JE =
 1tan(ε) exp(i∆ϕ)
0
 , (1.7)
where
tan(ε) =
|Ey|
|Ex|
∆ϕ = ϕy − ϕx
, (1.8)
These two parameters called respectively the wave amplitudes ratio
and the phase difference define entirely the polarization ellipse (Fig 1.2).
This ellipse corresponds to the projection of the trajectory of the extrem-
ity of the vector E on the plane xy. This ellipse has also three principal
parameters generally used, that are deduced from the parameters defined
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in Eq. 1.8. These parameters are respectively the ellipse azimuth γ, the
ellipticity ω and the direction of rotation of the vector E:
γ = 1/2 arctan[tan(2ε) cos(∆ϕ)],
ω = 1/2 arcsin[sin(2ε) sin(∆ϕ)],
−pi ≤ ∆ϕ ≤ 0: left-hand polarization (L-state),
0 ≤ ∆ϕ ≤ pi: right-hand polarization (R-state).
(1.9)
In the particular case when ∆ϕ = m · 2pi (m ∈ Z), the elliptical state
degenerates in two linear polarization states. Another particular case ap-
pears when ε = pi/4 and ∆ϕ = pi/2: the polarization is called circular.
These two different particular cases allow to construct an orthonormal ba-
sis of the polarization states. For example, we can define two orthogonal
Jones vectors with two linear orthogonal polarizations:
R1 =
 10
0
 , R2 =
 01
0
 . (1.10)
Therefore any State of Polarization (SOP) are a linear combination of these
two Jones vectors:
E = E1R1 + E2R2. (1.11)
The coefficients E1 and E2 can be easily calculated by projecting the
vector E on the basis vectors (Ej = RjE, j = 1, 2). In the particular case
of the basis defined in Eq. 1.10, the coefficients are simply E1 = Ex and
E2 = Ey defined in Eq. 1.6.
In the context of interferometry, we can see immediately that this pro-
jection is recorded in the virtual image term of the hologram intensity
(Eq. 1.1) if Rj = R∗. Chapters 5 and 6 show that the SOP parameters ε
and ∆ϕ can be imaged therefore very simply with digital holography.
1.3.2 Polarization Parameters Interpretation
Assuming that the parameters ε and ∆ϕ can be measured and that a
known SOP wave illuminates a specimen, the question is what does a
modification of the SOP of the reflected or transmitted wave reveal about
the structure, the composition or the optical properties of this specimen?
There are mainly two physical phenomena that can modify the polariza-
tion state: an anisotropy of absorption (dichroism) or an anisotropy of the
refractive index (birefringence).
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Figure 1.2: The polarization ellipse. The ellipticity is defined by the ratio of the length
of the semi-minor axis to the length of the semi-major axis, b/a = tan(ω). The ellipse
is further characterized by its azimuth γ measured counterclockwise from the x axis. |Ex|
and |Ey| are the amplitudes of respectively the x and y components of the electric vector
E and tan(ε) is defined by their ratio.
Dichroism
A number of crystalline materials absorb more light in one incident plane
than another, so that light progressing through the material becomes more
and more polarized as it proceeds [Fig. 1.3(a)]. This anisotropy in ab-
sorption is called dichroism. There are several naturally occurring dichroic
materials, and the commercial material polaroid also polarizes by selec-
tive absorption. A famous application of such PolaroidTM is the sunglasses.
These sunglasses transmit only vertically polarized light, therefore the in-
tensity of the unpolarized sun light is reduced after passing through the
glasses. Furthermore, the light partially horizontally polarized after a re-
flection on the ground (in particular on water surfaces) is filtered by the
glasses [Fig. 1.3(b)]. We present here an example of anisotropy for orthog-
onal linear polarizations, but an anisotropy can occur with the circular
R-state and L-state polarizations. In this case, this anisotropy is called
circular dichroism.
The evaluation of the dichroism property of a specimen can be done
simply by illuminating it with a linear polarized light oriented at 45o and
by measuring ε.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.3: (a) Dichroic material, absorption of the horizontal linear polarization; (b)
application of polaroid for sunglasses.
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Birefringence
The birefringence is a property of anisotropic materials which possess differ-
ent refractive indices according to the polarization of light passing through
the material. As shown in Ref. [Sal91], the refractive indices are related to
the electric permittivity tensor ² that expresses physical characteristics of
the material. In a linear anisotropic dielectric medium (a crystal for ex-
ample), the components of the electric displacement D are related to the
electric field E with the equation:
Dj =
∑
i
²jkEk. (1.12)
It can be shown that a coordinate system, for which the off-diagonal ele-
ments ²jk of the dielectric tensor vanish can always be found, so that:
Dj = ²jEj. (1.13)
with j = 1, 2, 3. This coordinate system will be assumed to lie along the
principal axes of the crystal. The permittivites ²1, ²2 and ²3 correspond to
the refractive indices
nj = (²j/²0)
1/2 , (1.14)
known as the principal refractive indices (²0 is the permittivity of free
space). An index ellipsoid (Fig. 1.4) can be defined to represent geomet-
rically the electric permeability tensor η = ²0²−1. Considering the general
case of a plane wave propagating along an arbitrary direction defined by
the unitary vector u, it can be shown first that the two normal modes are
linearly polarized waves. Secondly the refractive indices na and nb and the
directions of the vectors Da and Db correspond respectively to the half-
lengths and the directions of the major and minor axes of the index ellipse
(intersection between the index ellipsoid and the plane passing through the
origin and normal to u). The vectors Ea and Eb are determined by use of
Eq. 1.13.
We study now the particular case of light travelling along a principal
axis of a crystal. We assume that the illuminating light is linearly polarized
at 45o and propagates along the z direction. This wave can be analyzed as
a superposition of two linearly polarized components in the normal modes
direction x and y. The respective velocities in the crystal are co/n1 and
co/n2. They undergo therefore different phase shifts ϕx = 2pin1d/λ and
ϕy = 2pin2d/λ after propagating a distance d. Their phase difference is
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Figure 1.4: The index ellipsoid. The coordinates (x,y,z) are the principal refractive indices
of the crystal. Normal modes are determined from it.
therefore:
∆ϕ =
2pi
λ
∆n, (1.15)
where ∆n = (n2 − n1) is the index difference.
We present above birefringence due to intrinsic anisotropy of the ma-
terial, but the anisotropy can be a consequence of an applied stress. For
example, a substance may change its dielectric constant and consequently,
in transparent materials, change its refractive index. This induced optical
anisotropy is known as photoelasticity. In a first approximation, the rel-
ative change in refractive index is proportional to the difference between
the principal stresses (Stress-Optic Law also known as Brewster’s Law):
(n2 − n1) = Cb(σ1 − σ2). (1.16)
where σ1 and σ2 are the principal stresses at some point within the solid
and Cb is the relative strain-optic coefficient, which is a property of the
photoelastic material used. The phase difference can be also written from
Eq. 1.15 and 1.16:
∆ϕ =
2pi
λ
Cb(σ1 − σ2). (1.17)
The measurement of the phase difference gives information about the
crystallographic properties of materials or about stress or strain applied to
the material.
1.3.3 Polarization Imaging
Polarization imaging is very useful for revealing inner dichroic or bire-
fringent structures or stresses in materials. Different methods are devel-
oped to determine the polarization state. For example we can mention
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some recent works in optical coherence tomography (OCT) [Boe97,Boe98,
Duc99, Hua03, Jia03, Yan03, Kem05] real-time polarization phase shifting
system [Kem99], P-NSOM (polarization contrast with near field scanning
optical microscopy) [Ume98] among others. These techniques require sev-
eral measurements to determine the polarization state. Typically several ac-
quisitions for different orientations of birefringent optical components such
as polarizers, half wave (λ/2) and quarter-wave (λ/4) plates are needed
to obtain the Jones parameters [Kli90]. The temporal resolution can be
improved by use of a liquid-crystal universal compensator in place of ana-
lyzing optics as presented by Oldenbourg with his Pol-Scope [Old95], but
the technique still needs several images to reconstruct the SOP. Finally
other methods very similar to holographic ones allow to image SOP with a
single acquisition [Oka03,Oht94], but their main drawback is a relatively
low spatial resolution compared to polarizing-analyzing techniques that
can use a microscope objective to improve the spatial resolution.
We propose in Chapters 5 and 6 a new approach, based on digital
holographic imaging, which requires a single acquisition. In a recent pa-
per [Beg99], it was shown that using a configuration initially proposed by
Lohmann [Loh65], digital holography can be used as a polarization imaging
technique. The basic idea is to create a hologram of the specimen by pro-
ducing the interference between the object wave and two reference waves
having perpendicular polarization states. The reconstruction of such a holo-
gram produces two wave fronts, one for each reference wave, or in other
words one for each perpendicular polarization state. The implementation
of this idea in digital holography consists in using a numerical method to
reconstruct the hologram, which is digitally recorded by a CCD camera.
The method presented in Ref. [Beg99] only take advantage of the recon-
structed amplitude distributions and therefore provides only the parameter
ε. Here we apply the reconstruction procedure described in Chapters 2, 3
and 4, to reconstruct the phase information as well as the amplitude. We
demonstrate in Chapter 5 that comparing the amplitude and phase dis-
tributions associated to the two orthogonal polarization states enables to
determine entirely the distribution of SOP at the surface of the specimen.
An attractive feature of the method presented here is that the polariza-
tion information is obtained simultaneously with the amplitude and phase
information. This provides a complete description of the optical field at
the surface of the specimen, on the basis of a single image acquisition per-
formed at a frequency depending on the CCD specifications (usually 25
Hz).

Chapter 2
Numerical Wavefront
Reconstruction
2.1 Introduction
Digital holographic microscopy (DHM) is a powerful instrument to study
microscopic specimens by retrieving the amplitude and phase of the wave
reflected by the specimen or transmitted through it. Phase reconstruction
is of particular interest since it enables surface topography measurements
with nanometer vertical resolution [Cuc99a]. Several methods are proposed
for phase measurements in digital holography. In line techniques [Yam03]
use phase shifting procedures that require several hologram acquisitions,
at least three, and additional means, such as a piezoelectric transducer,
for controlling the phase of the reference wave. In off-axis configurations,
Schnars et al. [Sch94a] have demonstrated the possibility to measure speci-
men deformations by evaluating the phase difference between two states of
the specimen. However, this double exposure technique does not give the
absolute phase introduced by the specimen.
A solution for absolute phase measurements is proposed by Cuche et
al. in 1999. They introduce the concept of digital reference wave [Cuc99a],
that compensates the role of the reference wave in an off-axis geometry, and
the concept of digital phase mask [Cuc99b,Cuc00b], which is introduced
to compensate for the wavefront deformation associated to the use of a
microscope objective (MO). These two quantities are defined numerically
as arrays of complex numbers, computed using a set of parameters, called
phase reconstruction parameters, whose values must be precisely defined so
that these computed data fit as close as possible their experimental equiva-
lences. This approach enables absolute phase reconstruction, with a single
hologram acquisition. However, as proposed initially, the procedure for the
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phase reconstruction parameters adjustment was not automated and re-
quired a prior knowledge of the parameters values, making the method not
user friendly.
Ferraro et al. [Fer03b] propose in 2003 to use a reference hologram taken
in a flat part of the specimen, and a subtraction procedure for aberrations
compensation. This simple technique performs efficiently if the experimen-
tal presence of parasitic conditions (vibrations, drifts,...) are well controlled,
but fails in providing precise measurements in most of the situations, and
is therefore not adapted for most practical applications. In the same year,
Allaria et al. proposed in Ref. [All03] to determine the reference wave com-
ponents by a transform-based method for fringe pattern analysis [dN98].
But this method does not achieve a complete adjustment of the phase
reconstruction parameters.
In this chapter we propose a new approach that merges the digital refer-
ence wave and the digital phase mask in a single entity, whose computation
is now performed by an automated, simple and fast procedure.
2.1.1 Experimental Configurations
Two main configurations exist for the implementation of DHM: a first one
(Fig. 2.1) for reflection imaging and a second one (Fig. 2.2) for transmission
imaging in lensless (a) or microscope (b) configuration. In both cases the
basic architecture is that of a modified Mach-Zehnder interferometer. The
light source depends on applications, in Refs. [Cuc99a,Cuc99b] a HeNe laser
is used, but lower coherence sources can also be used [Mas03,Mas05]. The
combination of a neutral density filter, a half-wave plate and a polarizing
beam splitter are used for the adjustment of the intensities in the reference
and object arms.
PBS M1
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Figure 2.1: Reflection Setups. (a) Lensless configuration, (b) Microscope configuration.
PBS, polarizing beam splitter; BS, beam splitter, λ/2, half-wave plate; M1, M2 mirrors;
C, lens used as condenser that focalized in the back focal lens of the microscope objective
(MO); RL, reference lens; NF, neutral filter.
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Figure 2.2: Transmission Setups. (a) Lensless configuration, (b) Microscopic configura-
tion. BS, PBS, polarizing beam splitter;BS, beam splitter, λ/2, half-wave plate; M1, M2
mirrors; MO, microscope objective and RL, reference lens.
In both microscope configurations, a MO collects the object wave O
transmitted or reflected by the specimen, and produces a magnified image
of the specimen behind the CCD camera at a distance d (Fig. 2.3). As
explained in details in Ref. [Cuc00d], this situation can be considered to
be equivalent to a holographic configuration without MO with an object
wave O emerging directly from the magnified image of the specimen and
not from the specimen itself. Very high resolution can be obtained by MO
with a high numerical aperture (NA). Indeed, the role of this high NA
MO is to provide a simple mean to adapt the sampling capacity of the
camera to the information content of the hologram [Mar03]. As illustrated
in Fig. 2.3, a lens or a MO achieve a reduction of the Kx, Ky components
of the K vector components in the specimen plane perpendicular to the
optical axis. The reduction factor is given by the magnification of the MO.
The new componentsK ′x,K ′y of theK
′ wavevector of the beam after having
crossed the MO can be made as small as required by the Shannon theorem
applied to the sampling capacity dictated by the pixel size of the camera.
Using a high magnification objective, the match can be optimized. At the
same time, by maximizing the NA, the transverse resolution can be pushed
to the limit of diffraction and sub-micron resolution can be easily achieved
(ordinarily better than 600nm).
Sample
MO
Kx
K
K'
K'
CCD
Image
d
Figure 2.3: Use of a lens or microscope objective to match the sampling capacity of a CCD
placed in the plane of the hologram with the spatial spectrum of the object.
At the exit of the interferometer the interference between the object
waveO and the reference waveR creates the hologram intensity of Eq. 1.1.
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A lens could be introduced in the reference arm (RL) to produce a spherical
reference wave with a curvature in the CCD plane very similar to the curva-
ture induced by the MO. This permits to have a hologram composed with
equal spaced straight fringes. This hologram is digitalized and recorded by
a black and white CCD camera and then transmitted to a computer. The
digital hologram IH(k, l) is an array of N x N (usually 512 x 512 or 1024 x
1024) 8-bit-encoded numbers resulting from the two dimensional sampling
of IH(x, y) by the CCD camera:
IH(k, l) =
∫ k∆y+∆y/2
k∆x−∆x/2
∫ l∆y+∆y/2
l∆y−∆y/2
IH(x, y)dxdy. (2.1)
where k,l are integers and ∆x, ∆y define the sampling intervals in the
hologram plane (pixel size). A hologram of an USAF test target recorded
with a reflection setup is presented in Fig. 2.4.
Figure 2.4: Hologram of an USAF test target recorded on a reflection setup.
2.1.2 Sampling
Digitalization of the reconstruction process presents numerous advantages,
but also some drawbacks due to the sampling of the signal. This sampling
implies a limitation on the resolution of the reconstructed image. The cut-
off spatial frequency of the CCD, νmax, depends on the sampling step ∆x
given by the pixel size of the CCD camera. The Nyquist relation gives the
cut-off frequency:
νmax =
1
2∆x
. (2.2)
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This means that the angle θ between two planes waves in off-axis geometry
may not exceed the maximal value θmax:
θ ≤ θmax = λ
2∆x
. (2.3)
2.2 Hologram Preprocessing
2.2.1 Numerical Apodization
Truncation of the recorded hologram arises from the finite size of the CCD
camera detector. In coherent optics, diffraction by sharp edges induces spa-
tial fluctuation of the transmitted optical field. In our case, the truncated
hologram gives rise to fluctuations of the reconstructed amplitude and
phase distributions when propagated. Several methods are developed to
attenuate these undesired undulations [Mil86,Jar93,Dub02b]. The method
used in this work is the apodization method proposed by E. Cuche et al.
in Ref. [Cuc00c]. It is based on the multiplication of the hologram by an
apodized aperture. The apodization profile consists in a cubic spline cal-
culated to reduce the residual fluctuations to an insignificant level.
2.2.2 Spatial Frequencies Filtering
As already presented in Section 1.2.1, let us consider an off-axis hologram
recorded with an object wave O in normal incidence with respect to the
hologram plane and with a reference wave of the form:
R(x, y) =
√
IR exp (ikx sin θ), (2.4)
where k = 2pi/λ is the wavenumber and θ is the angle between the reference
wave and the normal to the hologram. The intensity on the hologram plane
becomes:
IH = IR + IO +
√
IR exp (−ikx sin θ)O+
√
IR exp (ikx sin θ)O∗, (2.5)
If we consider the Fourier transform of this hologram, the influence
of the two phase factors exp (±ikx sin θ) can be interpreted as a shift of
the spatial frequencies associated to the real and to the virtual images.
The spatial frequencies of the zero order [IR + IO(x, y)] are located in the
center of the Fourier plane and the spatial frequencies of the interference
terms lie hereby different carrier frequencies located symmetrically with
respect to the center of the Fourier plane: −ikx sin θ for the virtual image
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and +ikx sin θ for the real image. The spectral separation of the different
components of the hologram suggests that the extraneous terms of the re-
constructed wavefront can be spatially filtered. In digital holography, this
procedure can be performed digitally by multiplying the computed Fourier
transform of the hologram with a numerically defined mask, as described
by E. Cuche et al. in Ref. [Cuc00d]. The mask eliminates all spatial fre-
quencies except those of the interference terms of interest. It is composed
of transparent and opaque windows of various shapes and sizes. In most
cases, the design of the mask is done manually on the amplitude of the
Fourier transform of the hologram. The filtering allows the suppression of
the orders out of interest and eventual parasitic interferences. An illustra-
tion of this procedure is presented in Fig. 2.5. The reconstruction process
used for (d-f) is explained in Section 2.6.1.
ZOZO
Virtual image
Real image
Parasitic
(a) (b)
(d) (e)
(c)
(f)
Figure 2.5: Filtering process:(a) is the amplitude of the Fourier transform of the hologram
presented in Fig. 2.4. The frequencies of the different orders of diffraction and of parasitic
interference are visible; (b) Zero order filtering and (c) real image and parasitic frequencies
filtering. (d), (e) and (f) are the respective amplitude reconstructed image obtained with
the filtering (a),(b) and (c).
2.3 Former Algorithm of Reconstruction
In Ref. [Cuc99b], the algorithm for hologram reconstruction, was formu-
lated as follows:
Ψ(ξ, η) =Φ(ξ, η) · exp(i2pid/λ)
iλd
exp
[
ipi
λd
(ξ2 + η2)
]
·∫∫
RD(x, y)IH(x, y) exp
[
ipi
λd
(
(x− ξ)2 + (y − η)2)] dxdy.
(2.6)
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This expression describes the Fresnel propagation of the reconstructed
wavefront Ψ over a distance d, from the hologram plane 0xy to the obser-
vation plane (or reconstruction plane) 0 ξη. The digital reference wave RD
introduced in Ref. [Cuc99a], and the digital phase mask Φ introduced in
Ref. [Cuc99b] play a major role in the phase reconstruction. RD is defined
as a computed replica of the experimental reference wave R. Assuming an
hologram recorded in the off-axis geometry with a plane reference wave,
RD is written:
RD(x, y) = exp
[
i
2pi
λ
(kxx+ kyy) + iϕ(t)
]
, (2.7)
where the parameters kx, ky define the propagation direction, and ϕ(t) the
phase delay between the object and reference waves, which varies during
time due to external perturbations, such as mechanical vibrations. As ex-
plained in Ref. [Cuc99a], for proper phase reconstruction, the kx and ky
values must be adjusted, so that the propagation direction of the computed
wave-front RD fits the propagation direction of the experimental wave R.
As explained in Ref. [Cuc99b], the role of Φ is to compensate for the wave-
front curvature that appears when a MO is used to improve the transverse
resolution. If we assume a monochromatic illumination, the relation be-
tween the optical field Ui(xi, yi) in the image plane and U0(x0, y0) in the
object plane can be described as follows:
Ui(xi, yi) =
∫ ∫
h(xi, yi;x0, y0)U(x0, y0)dx0dy0, (2.8)
where h(xi, yi;x0, y0) is the amplitude point-spread function. If the image
plane and the object plane form an object-image relation,
1
di
+
1
d0
=
1
f
, (2.9)
h(xi, yi;x0, y0) can be written as follows (in two dimensions, x and z, for
simplicity) [Goo68]:
h(xi;x0) =B exp
[
ipi
λdi
x2i
]
exp
[
ipi
λd0
x20
]
·∫
P (xφ) exp
[−i2pi
λ
(
x0
d0
+
xi
di
)
xφ
]
dxφ, (2.10)
where Oxφ is the coordinate of the MO plane, P (xφ) is the pupil func-
tion of the MO, and B is a complex constant. Under the assumption of
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a perfect imaging system of magnification M = di/d0, for which a point
of coordinates (x0, y0) in the object plane becomes a point of coordinates
(xi = −Mx0, yi = −My0) in the image plane, the integral in Eq. 2.10 can
be approximate by a Dirac δ function. If we replace x0 with −xid0/di in
the quadratic phase term preceding the integral, we can write
h(xi, yi;x0, y0) =B exp
[
ipi
λdi
(
1 +
d0
di
)
(x2i + y
2
i )
]
·
δ(xi +Mx0, yi +My0). (2.11)
In other words, Eq. 2.11 means that the image field is a magnified replica of
the object field multiplied by a paraboloidal phase term. For our purpose
here it also means that the phase curvature can be corrected by multipli-
cation of the reconstructed wave front with the complex conjugate of the
phase term that precedes the δ function in Eq. 2.11. In Ref. [Cuc99b], a
simple quadratic model is used for computation:
Φ(ξ, η) = exp
[−ipi
λC
(ξ2 + η2)
]
, (2.12)
where C is the parameter that has to be adjusted to compensate for this
curvature. The reconstruction procedure of Eq. 2.6 involves four parame-
ters: kx, ky and C, for phase reconstruction, and the reconstruction distance
d for image focusing. This formulation suffers from several drawbacks:
• i) As the digital reference wave is located inside the Fresnel inte-
gral, changing the kx and ky shifts the reconstructed images in the
observation plane.
• ii) The model used to compute the digital phase mask is limited to
the second order, and fails therefore in compensating for higher order
aberrations (e.g. astigmatism and spherical).
• iii) Adjusting manually the kx, ky and C parameters is a complex
task that requires expertise and a prior knowledge of their values.
We will describe how the reconstruction procedure can be improved
in order to suppress these drawbacks. We present in the present chapter
a solution for avoiding the shift of the image by demonstrating that the
digital reference wave can be put outside the Fresnel integral. Then, an
automatic procedure to adjust the reconstruction parameters is presented
by generalizing the definition of the digital phase mask as a Numerical
Parametric Lens (NPL). The compensation for higher order aberrations is
discussed in Chapters 3 and 4.
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2.4 Reference Outside Fresnel Integral
We will demonstrate here that the digital reference wave RD in Eq. 2.6
can be replaced by a pseudo-reference wave R′ outside the integral. First,
let us define the two dimensional Fresnel Transform Fτ of parameter τ as:
Fτ [f(x, y)] = 1
τ 2
∫∫
f(x, y) exp
{
ipi
τ 2
[
(x− ξ)2 + (y − η)2]} dxdy (2.13)
that has the modulation property [Lie04a]:
Fτ [exp(i2piνx)f(x)] = exp(i2piνξ) · exp(−ipiν2τ 2)
· Fτ [f(x)](ξ − νxτ 2, η − νyτ 2), (2.14)
where x = (x, y), ξ = (ξ, η) and ν = (νx, νy). With this definition, Eq. 2.6
can be written as:
Ψ(ξ, η) = −iΦ(ξ, η) · exp(i2pid/λ) · Fτ [RDIH ] (ξ, η), τ = (λd)1/2. (2.15)
Using the property of Eq. 2.14 with νx = kx/λ and νy = ky/λ and Eq. 2.7,
Eq. 2.15 becomes
Ψ(ξ, η) =− iΦ(ξ, η) · exp(i2pid/λ) · exp
[
i
2pi
λ
(kxξ + kyη) + iϕ(t)
]
· exp
{
−ipiλd
[(
kx
λ
)2
+
(
ky
λ
)2]}
·
· Fτ [IH ] (ξ + kxd, η + kyd). (2.16)
Writing
ϕ′(kx, ky, t) = ϕ(t)− pid(k2x + k2y)/λ, (2.17)
the property of shift-invariance of the Fresnel transform allows to write the
wavefront as:
Ψ(ξ, η) = −iΦ(ξ, η) · exp(i2pid/λ) ·R′(ξ, η)Fτ [IH ] (ξ, η), (2.18)
where R′ is the pseudo-reference wave
R′(ξ, η) = exp
[
i
2pi
λ
(kxξ + kyη) + iϕ
′(kx, ky, t)
]
. (2.19)
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This means that passing the digital reference wave outside the Fresnel
integral is a straightforward operation that conserves the plane wave nature
of the wavefront. In other words, for phase reconstruction with DHM, it
means that the effects of the off-axis geometry has the appearance of a
tilt aberration in the observation plane. This tilt can be compensated by
multiplying the reconstructed wavefront with a correcting term calculated
with the mathematical model of a plane wave. Compared to the former
method [Eq. 2.6], the great advantage is that the adjustment of this pseudo-
reference wave does not shift the image in the reconstruction plane and the
propagation integral does not need to be recomputed if the parameters kx
and ky change.
2.5 Numerical Parametric Lens
Equation 2.18 describes the reconstruction algorithm as the Fresnel trans-
form of the hologram intensity IH multiplied by the product of the digital
phase mask Φ with the pseudo digital reference wave R′. As Φ(ξ, η) and
R′(ξ, η) appear now outside the Fresnel integral, they can be merged in a
single entity, and the reconstruction algorithm becomes:
Ψ(ξ, η) = −i · exp(i2pid/λ) · ΓI(ξ, η)Fτ [IH ] (ξ, η), (2.20)
where according to Eqs. 2.12 and 2.19 we have:
ΓI(ξ, η) = exp
{
ipi
λ
[
2kxξ + 2kyη − ξ
2 + η2
C
]
+ iϕ′(kx, ky, t)
}
. (2.21)
This new formulation of the digital phase mask involves four reconstruction
parameters; kx and ky for compensating for the tilt aberration due to the
off-axis geometry, the phase offset ϕ′ for compensating for the phase delay
between the object and reference waves, and C for compensating for a
quadratic wave-front curvature. This expression for the digital phase mask
can be seen as a Numerical Parametric Lens (NPL) placed in the Image
plane and can be written in a second order polynomial:
ΓI(ξ, η) = exp
[
−i2pi
λ
(P00 + P10ξ + P01η + P20ξ
2 + P02η
2)
]
. (2.22)
where Phv define a new set of phase reconstruction parameters. The phys-
ical constants (λ, C and pi) are suppressed from the definition of the Phv
parameters. But the corresponding physical quantities can be evaluated if
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necessary. For example:
P00 = − λ
2pi
ϕ′, (2.23)
P10 = −kx, P01 = −ky, (2.24)
P20 = P02 =
1
2C
. (2.25)
2.6 Discrete Formulation
The numerical calculation of Eq. 2.20 can be performed efficiently following
two different discrete formulations of the Fresnel integral. The first one
consists in developing the propagation of Eq. 2.20 with a Single Fourier
Transform Formulation (SFTF). The second one writes the propagation
with a Convolution Formulation (CF).
2.6.1 Single Fourier Transform Formulation
As explained in Ref. [Cuc99a], a discrete formulation of Eq. 2.20 involving
a Fast Fourier transform (FFT) can be derived directly:
Ψ(m,n) =ΓI(m,n) · A · exp
[
ipi
λd
(
m2∆ξ2 + n2∆η2
)]
· FFT
{
IH(k, l) exp
[
ipi
λd
(
k2∆x2 + l2∆y2
)]}
m,n
=ΓI(m,n) · Ω(m,n), (2.26)
where m and n are integers (−N/2 6 m,n 6 N/2), Ω(m,n) is the re-
constructed wavefront in the Fresnel approximation at distance d, A =
exp(i2pid/λ)/(iλd), ∆ξ and ∆η, the sampling intervals in the reconstruc-
tion plane are defined as follows:
∆ξ =
λd
N∆x
and ∆η =
λd
N∆y
. (2.27)
The discrete formulation of NPL is simply:
ΓI(m,n) = exp [ − i2pi
λ
(P00 + P10m∆ξ + P01n∆η + P20m
2∆ξ2
+ P02n
2∆η2) ] . (2.28)
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For computational purposes, the samplings ∆ξ and ∆η which are related
to physical scales are suppressed in Eq. 2.28. The NPL is also written
ΓI(m,n) = exp
[
−i2pi
λ
(P00 + P10m+ P01n+ P20m
2 + P02n
2)
]
. (2.29)
In this case, the physical definition of the phase reconstruction parameters
becomes
P00 = − λ
2pi
ϕ′, (2.30)
P10 = −kx∆ξ, P01 = −ky∆η, (2.31)
P20 = P02 =
∆ξ2
2C
. (2.32)
2.6.2 Convolution Formulation
Equation 2.20 can be written as a convolution:
Ψ(ξ, η) = A · ΓI(ξ, η) ·
{
IH(x, y)⊗ exp
[
ipi
λd
(x2 + y2)
]}
, (2.33)
where ⊗ is the symbol of convolution. The property of the equivalence
between the convolution in the space domain and the multiplying in the
frequency domain allows to write:
Ψ(ξ, η) = A · ΓI(ξ, η)FT−1
{
FT [IH(x, y)] · FT
[
exp
[
ipi
λd
(x2 + y2)
]]}
= A · ΓI(ξ, η)FT−1 {FT [IH(x, y)] · exp [−ipiλd(ν2x + ν2y)]} ,
(2.34)
where νx and νy are the coordinates in the spatial frequencies domain and
FT the Fourier transform. The discrete formulation of the Eq. 2.34 is
Ψ(m,n) = ΓI(m,n) · A · FFT−1 {FFT [IH ] · exp [−ipiλd(ν2k + ν2l )]}
= ΓI(m,n) · Ω(m,n). (2.35)
where νk = k/(N∆x), νl = l/(N∆y).
2.6.3 Advantages and Disadvantages
Scaling and time consuming
The two discrete formulations (Eqs. 2.26 and 2.35) have different advan-
tages and disadvantages. First of all, CF is a little more time consum-
ing [Dem74,Sch02], essentially due to one more FFT to compute. On the
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Figure 2.6: Comparison of the reconstructed amplitude with SFTF (a-c) and CF for the
reconstruction distances: d = 7 cm (a,d), d = 11 cm (b,e) and d = 15 cm (c,f).
other hand, CF has the advantage that the size of the propagated image
is at the same scale as the one in the hologram plane; that is not the case
for SFTF. Indeed, the propagated and the hologram images have different
scales. Considering the hologram sampled in N x N points with a sam-
pling steps ∆x and ∆y, a reconstruction distance d and a wavelength λ,
the sampling steps ∆ξ and ∆η are given by Eq. 2.27 (Ref. [Cuc00a])
The image is thus scaled by a factor α given by
αξ =
N∆x2
λd
and αη =
N∆y2
λd
. (2.36)
At first sight one seems to loose (or gain) resolution by applying SFTF.
On closer examination, we recognize that λd/(N∆x) corresponds to the
resolution limit given by the diffraction theory of optical system: the holo-
gram is the aperture of the optical system with side length N x ∆x. Ac-
cording to the theory of diffraction at a distance d behind the hologram,
∆ξ = λd/(N∆x) is therefore the diameter of the Airy disk (or speckle
diameter) in the plane of the reconstructed image, which limits the resolu-
tion. This can be regarded as the "automatic scaling" algorithm, setting the
resolution of the reconstructed image in the Fresnel approximation always
to the physical limit.
Equation 2.36 shows that the scaling depends on the wavelength λ and
on the reconstruction distance d as shown in Fig. 2.6(a-c). Therefore CF
is often preferred when it is necessary to compare reconstruction images
performed with different wavelengths (color holography [Kat02], tomogra-
phy [Mon05] or synthetical wavelength [Gas03]) or different distances of
reconstruction [Fig. 2.6(d-f)]. In recent work, Ferraro et al. presented in
Ref. [Fer04] a zero-padding method permitting to control the image size
in SFTF. The drawback of this technique is that the pixel number of the
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Figure 2.7: Digital hologram of a USAF test target recorded with a X40 MO in a reflection
setup.
resulting padded holograms are not of the form N = 2n which is an opti-
mal condition for FFT in terms of time consumption. We will demonstrate
in Section 4.4 that scaling is also possible in CF by keeping constant the
number of pixel.
2.7 Automatic Numerical Parametric Lens
Adjustment
2.7.1 Principle
We will now describe the iterative procedure that allows the adjustment
of the parameters (P00, P10, P01, P20, P02) defined in Eq. 2.28. To illustrate
the procedure, a hologram of a USAF test target taken in a reflection setup
[Fig. 2.1(b)] with a X40 MO is used. The hologram is presented in Fig. 2.7.
We can see the curvature of the fringes pattern due to the presence of the
MO.
After hologram apodization (Section 2.2.1) and a spatial frequency
filtering (Section 2.2.2), the reconstructed wavefront Ω(m,n) (Eqs. 2.26
and 2.35) is computed in SFTF and the Region Of Interest (ROI), corre-
sponding to the location of the real image, is delineated inside the image
plane.
Figure 2.8(a) presents the ROI of the phase image of the wavefront
Ω(m,n). As no NPL is applied and as the phase is defined as modulo 2pi, the
phase seems to be randomly distributed. In fact, this phase reconstruction
contains the information that will be used to adjust automatically the phase
reconstruction parameters. Indeed the reconstructed phase of Fig. 2.8(a),
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Figure 2.8: Automatic adjustment of a second order NPL. The left column presents phase
images obtained for different obtained values of the parameters computed from the white
horizontal and vertical profiles. The right column presents plots of unwrapped optical path
length, and fitted curve, for the horizontal direction. (a) Initial phase reconstruction pa-
rameters, (b) after first iteration, (c) second iteration. (d) shows that correct parameters
can be obtained only with profiles position located in flat regions where the absolute phase
contributions of the specimen are constant.
is the addition of three contributions:
• i) The absolute phase of the specimen
• ii) The tilt aberration due to the off-axis geometry
• iii) The aberrations, or wavefront deformations induced by the setup,
in particular the curvature produced by the MO.
The method for the adjustment of the phase reconstruction parame-
ters consists in evaluating the last two contributions, in areas where the
specimen contribution is known to be constant, or in other words in a flat
reference area located near, or on the specimen. First, no phase aberration
is assumed, excepting tilt due to the off-axis geometry and quadratic phase
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curvature induced by the MO. The first operation consists in defining two
perpendicular lines [see Fig. 2.8(a)], one for each direction m and n, re-
spectively the horizontal and the vertical directions (the origin is defined
in the center of the ROI). Along both lines, phase profiles are extracted.
With strongly aberrated wave fronts such as those presented in Fig. 2.8(a),
the phase variation along the selected profiles exceed several times 2pi. that
produces phase jumps (between −pi and +pi). These phase jumps are sup-
pressed by the application of a standard 1D phase unwrapping algorithm.
The resulting continuous phase profiles are then converted to optical path
length [multiplication of the phase value by λ/(2pi)] to be fitted with a 1D
polynomial function. This conversion is done to compute the parameters
independently from the wavelength. Let us assume a correction limited to
the second order, and let us define
Yh = a0 + a1x+ a2x
2 (2.37)
Yv = b0 + b1y + b2y
2. (2.38)
the two optical path length curves fitted along respectively the horizontal,
and the vertical profiles. In this case NPL becomes simply:
ΓI(m,n) = exp
[
−i2pi
λ
(a1m+ b1n+ a
2
2m
2 + b22n
2)
]
. (2.39)
where a1 = P10 and b1 = P01 compensate for the tilt aberration along re-
spectively the horizontal and vertical directions, and where a2 = P20, and
b2 = P02 compensate for a second order wavefront curvature along respec-
tively the horizontal and vertical directions. In principle, this procedure
should work immediately, but as shown in Fig. 2.8(b), residual aberrations
may persist. The reason for this is that, without correction [Fig. 2.8(a)], or
with initial parameters too far from the correct values, the phase distribu-
tion varies so rapidly that several phase jumps may occur over distances
smaller than one pixel. In this case, the phase unwrapping procedure can-
not work properly. To avoid this effect, the procedure described above is
applied iteratively, starting from initial values P (0)αβ provided by a first eval-
uation. At each iteration, the coefficients of the fitted curve are added to
the parameters from the previous iteration. Let us define the fitting curves
of the two profiles defined on the reconstructed phase image at iteration j :
Y
(j)
h = a
(j)
0 + a
(j)
1 x+ a
(j)
2 x
2
Y (j)v = b
(j)
0 + b
(j)
1 y + b
(j)
2 y
2. (2.40)
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The new phase reconstruction parameters become (k = 1, 2):
P
(j)
k0 = P
(j−1)
k0 + a
(j)
k
P
(j)
0k = P
(j−1)
0k + b
(j)
k . (2.41)
The procedure converges very rapidly to the optimal values, and less than
four iterations are sufficient in most cases [see Fig. 2.8(c)].
2.7.2 Profile Positioning
A key point for retrieving correct and accurate phase distributions is that
the phase profiles, with which the polynomial functions are fitted, must be
extracted from the image area where the specimen contribution is known
to be constant. As shown in Fig. 2.8(d), if the profile is located on a non
flat area (step height difference, or phase change on the specimen) the
parameters are not adjusted correctly.
This condition represents a limitation for the application of the method.
However, as described above, this condition can be satisfied for a very large
variety of specimens, especially for microscopic ones.
The first and most simple case occurs when the specimen itself com-
prises the reference flat surface. This case is valid for most micro- or nano-
fabricated structures. With thin films, the reference surface can be the film
itself or the substrate on which the deposition is made. With flat layers
(manufactured by deposition, evaporation, chemical attach,...) or with all
semi-conductor devices, the substrate can be chosen as a flat reference
surface.
With biological specimen and organisms (cells and tissues in particular)
observed in air or in liquids, the standard preparations used for investiga-
tions with other microscopy methods are also well suited. Most of these
preparations involve plastic, glass, semi-conductor or metallic surfaces, that
offer a lot of opportunities to define a reference surface near the specimen.
For example, with cells cultured on plastic or glass surfaces, the reference
surface can be defined on the substrate, between the cells. Finally, if the
specimen is not specifically attached on a flat surface, it is sufficient in most
cases, to put it on a flat specimen holder, which will act as a reference sur-
face. For transmission imaging, the specimen holder must be transparent
(e.g. glass or plastic plate). For reflection imaging, the specimen holder
must be reflective (e.g. a metallic or dielectric surface).
Finally, if a specific ROI on a specimen does not comprise any possibility
to define a flat reference surface, it is possible to adjust the parameters
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elsewhere on the specimen, or on the specimen holder. The specimen can
then be relocated to obtain an image of the desired ROI.
2.7.3 Multi-Profiles Procedure
As explained in the last paragraph, the procedure needs profiles extracted
in flat areas. It may occur that only small areas of the field of view are flat.
In this case, the procedure for the adjustment of the phase reconstruction
parameters may lack precision because the accuracy of the curve fitting
procedure depends on the length of the extracted profiles. In other words,
the longer the extracted profiles are, the better the procedure for parameter
adjustment works.
Figure 2.9 presents the reconstruction of a wafer of quartz micro-lenses
imaged with a X10 MO in a transmission setup. Since the lenses with
diameter of 230 µm are distributed in a dense way on a wafer, the flat areas
around the lenses are small and do not provide sufficiently long profiles [see
Figs. 2.9(a) and (b)]. To avoid this problem, a multi-profiles procedure can
be applied.
For simplicity, and as the procedure is identical for the horizontal and
the vertical profiles, we will restrict the discussion here to the second order
correction along the horizontal direction. Let us define Nh horizontal pro-
files located at different places p, on or around the specimen, where a por-
tion of reference flat surfaces can be defined. The pth profile (1 ≤ p ≤ Nh)
has np points. Let us define also Y (x, p), the polynomial fitted on the pth
profile:
Y (x, p) = a0(p) + a1(p)x+ a2(p)x
2. (2.42)
Because of non-compensated aberrations, different profiles positions, pro-
vide different optical path length offsets a0(p) but the superior order co-
efficients should be identical as long as the corresponding aberrations are
homogeneously distributed in the field of view. A first approach to define
the parameters aj consists simply in calculating the mean value:
aj =
1
Nh
Nh∑
p=1
aj(p). (2.43)
With this method, each profile has the same weight when the coefficient aj
are computed. In other words, the weight attributed to each optical path
length value measured along profiles depends on the length of the profile:
the shorter the profile length is, the larger the point weight is. Therefore
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another method was developed in order to restore an equal share of point
in the parameters estimation.
Let us define a system of equations involving each point of each pro-
file. The experimental optical path length values Y (kp, p) at the position
x(kp, p) corresponding to the kthp point of the pth profile (1 ≤ kp ≤ np)
should be the solution of the linear equation:
Y (kp, p) = a0(p) + a1x(kp, p) + a2x
2(kp, p), (2.44)
where a0(p) are the respective optical path length offsets of the pth profile
as presented before and a1, a2 are the unknown coefficients of the sec-
ond order polynomial to be determined. Equation 2.44 defines therefore
an overdetermined linear system with Nh + 2 unknown factors for Neq
equations (Neq =
∑Nh
p=1 np) that can be solved easily by computing in the
least-square sense the solution of
M×A = Y, (2.45)
where A is the vector of the Nh + 2 coefficients
A =
[
a0(1) · · · a0(p) · · · a0(Nh) a1 a2
]
. (2.46)
Y the vector of the Neq phase values
Y = [Y (1, 1)...Y (n1, 1) · · ·Y (1, p)...Y (np, p) · · ·Y (1, Nh)...Y (nNh, Nh)]
(2.47)
and M the matrix
M =
Nh+2︷ ︸︸ ︷
1 0 0 · · · 0 x(1, 1) x2(1, 1)
... ... ... ... ... ...
1 0 0 · · · 0 x(n1, 1) x2(n1, 1)
0 1 0 · · · 0 x(1, 2) x2(1, 2)
... ... ... ... ... ...
0 1 0 · · · 0 x(n2, 2) x2(n2, 2)
... ... ...
0 · · · 1 0 0 x(1, p) x2(1, p)
... ... ... ... ... ...
0 · · · 1 0 0 x(np, p) x2(np, p)
... ... ...
0 · · · · · · 0 1 x(1, Nh) x2(1, Nh)
... ... ... ... ...
0 · · · · · · 0 1 x(nNh, Nh) x2(nNh, Nh)


Neq, (2.48)
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Whatever least-square linear fit method might be used to compute A and
therefore to extract the value a1 and a2. The iterative procedure explained
for the standard method [see Eqs. 2.40 and 2.41] can be applied to the
multi-profiles procedure. As presented by Fig. 2.9, the accuracy of the
parameters adjustment increases with the number of profiles. A 2D un-
wrapping of Fig. 2.9(c) provides a perspective view representation of the
lenses wafer [Fig. 2.9(d)].
(c)
(a) (b)
(d)
Figure 2.9: Phase reconstructions of a wafer of quartz micro-lenses recorded in transmis-
sion with a X10 MO (field of view 0.5 mm). This figure illustrates a NPL multi-profiles
adjustment procedure. The number of extracted profiles (white lines) increases from (a) (2
profiles) to (c) (9 profiles). (d) presents the perspective view of the 2D unwrapping of (c).
2.7.4 Phase offset adjustment
As shown in Eq. 2.30, the parameter P00 defines an offset that permits to
compensate for the variation of ϕ′ originating from the phase delay ϕ(t)
between the object and reference waves and the phase shift introduced by
the adjustment of kx and ky (see Eq. 2.17). P00 can be extracted from one
of the values a0(p) of A or the mean value of all of them if all the profiles
are defined on the same flat area. The resulting phase along the profile p is
also 0 degree after the application of P00 = a0(p). The operator can choose
a desired phase offset ϕoff by subtracting this value to the computed a0(p).
The parameter P00 is also written:
P00 = a0(p)− λ
2pi
ϕoff . (2.49)
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In the case of real-time reconstruction, this solution works only if the
automatic adjustment is done for each hologram that is not efficient in
terms of time consumption if a high reconstruction rate is desired. There-
fore we developed another method to apply a desired phase offset ϕoff
independently of the automatic fitting procedure. For this purpose, we de-
fine a complex array ΓI,off called Phase Offset Array (POA) independent
of the wavelength defined as follows:
ΓI,off(m,n) = exp[iϕPOA] (2.50)
that multiplies the computed wavefront Ψ to achieve the offset corrected
wavefront
Ψoff = Γ
I,off ·Ψ. (2.51)
The method to compute ϕPOA consists in three steps. First, the opera-
tor draws a ROI in the field of view where the specimen is known to be
flat. Secondly, the histogram of the phase values contained in this ROI is
computed. To avoid any problems on the evaluation of mean value inside
this ROI due to its modulo 2pi definition [Fig. 2.10(a)], the histogram is
defined in the interval [-270;270] degrees by pasting the histogram values
in the interval [-180;-90] to the interval [180;270] and the values between
[90;180] to the interval [-270;-180] [Fig. 2.10(b)]. Finally the phase mean
value ϕmean is computed in a large interval centered on the maximum of
the peak [gray rectangle in (b)] and the offset parameter ϕPOA becomes
ϕPOA = −ϕmean + ϕoff . (2.52)
In the followed chapters, we omit the phase offset array in the definition
of the reconstructed wavefront to reduce the notation.
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Figure 2.10: (a) Phase histogram example where the peak position is nearby the extremal
values. (b) extended histogram to the intervals [-270;-180] and [180;270], the mean value
of the ROI is defined by the values contained in the interval defined by the gray rectangle

Chapter 3
Aberrations
Compensation in Image
Plane
3.1 Introduction
The main difficulty for phase reconstruction in DHM is to separate the
phase distribution specifically associated to the specimen from the contri-
butions of the experimental setup. Each constituent of the setup, lenses
especially, is a potential source of wavefront deformation. Another impor-
tant point is the role of the reference wave, because holographic images
are reconstructed from wave fronts defined by the product between the
object wave and the reference wave. We introduced the concept of nu-
merical parametric lens (NPL) in Chapter 2, that compensates the role of
the reference wave and the wavefront deformation associated to the use of
a MO. We show in present chapter that a generalized NPL defined with
high order polynomials allows to compensate for higher order aberrations.
Demonstration will be provided by the introduction of a thick tilted glass
plate in the experimental setup. Furthermore, we show that the proposed
procedure allows to compensate for the shape of the specimen and provides
quantitative aberrations measurements on micro-optics.
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3.2 Generalized Numerical Parametric Lens
3.2.1 Models
The expression of the NPL defined in Eq. 2.22 covers a very limited range
of situations. In order to enable the compensation for higher orders aber-
rations, we introduce here two generalized polynomial formulations. First,
a Standard polynomial model for the aberration is used. In this case, NPL
is expressed as:
ΓIS(ξ, η) = exp
−i2pi
λ
H∑
α=0
V∑
β=0
Pαβ · ξαηβ
 , (3.1)
where the index S defined the Standard polynomial model, Pαβ define a set
of reconstruction parameters, H and V define the polynomial orders in the
horizontal and vertical directions respectively. The discrete formulation of
Eq. 3.1 is
ΓIS(m,n) = exp
−i2pi
λ
H∑
α=0
V∑
β=0
Pαβ ·mαnβ
 . (3.2)
Secondly, an accurate polynomial model to correct and study the optical
aberrations is the Zernike polynomial model. In this model, the NPL is
expressed as:
ΓIZ(γ, ζ) = exp
[
−i2pi
λ
o∑
α=0
Pα · Zα
]
, (3.3)
where the index Z defines the Zernike polynomial model, Pα is the αth
coefficient of the Zernike term Zα and o the Zernike polynomial order.
The terms Zα form an orthonormal basis in a continuous fashion over
the interior of a unit circle that defines the extremum values of γ and
ζ and the increment in the discrete case. A description of the Zernike
coefficients and polynomial is done in Appendix A. The classification of
the Zernike polynomials are arbitrary but in this thesis we choose the
same classification used in the Zemax program, as presented in Table A.3.
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3.3 Automatic Adjustment
3.3.1 1D Procedure for Standard Polynomial Model
As described in Section 2.7, the procedure restricted to the second order
corrects the so-called tilt and defocusing aberrations. Astigmatism, which is
one of the most common aberrations, is already partially corrected, because
the wavefront curvature is compensated differently along the horizontal and
vertical directions if the computed parameters P20 and P02 are different.
But the method fails if the principal axes defining the astigmatism are not
along these directions. Furthermore other standard aberrations such as
coma or spherical, as well as higher order aberrations cannot be properly
addressed by a second order correction.
A first approach for higher order corrections consists simply in increas-
ing the polynomial order of the fit along the horizontal and vertical di-
rections and in applying the same procedure explained in Section 2.7 to
compute the phase reconstruction parameters. In the case of one profile
procedure, Eq. 2.38 becomes
Yh = a0 + a1x+ a2x
2 + . . .+ aαx
α + . . .+ aHx
H (3.4)
Yv = b0 + b1y + b2y
2 + . . .+ bβy
β + . . .+ bV y
V . (3.5)
where H and V are respectively the polynomial order for the horizontal
and vertical directions. The computed parameters are therefore Pα0 = aα
and P0β = bβ (α ≤ H, β ≤ V ).
In case of multi-profile procedure, increasing the polynomial order con-
sists in keeping the same vector Y of measured phase value (see Eq. 2.47)
and in writing the vector of the (Nh +H) unknown factors as:
A =
[
a0(1) · · · a0(p) · · · a0(Nh) a1 a2 · · · aH
]
, (3.6)
The matrix M is constructed as Eq. 2.48 by increasing its order. Using the
same general least-square linear fit allows to compute the parameters Pα0
and P0β (α ≤ H, β ≤ V ).
However, according to the general formulation of the NPL [Eq. 3.2], this
procedure is effective only for the calculation of Pα0 and P0β terms. For the
Pαβ cross-terms correction, it is necessary to extract others profiles in the
image. The definition of these profiles and the solution of the corresponding
equations systems allow to compute higher order crossed-terms. The details
of the calculus are given in Appendix B.
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Procedure validation
To illustrate the procedure for higher orders and crossed terms corrections,
a theoretical and an experimental aberrated phase distributions are stud-
ied. First, we define arbitrary a polynomial phase distribution of fourth
order, written as
ϕ(m,n) =
α+β=4∑
α+β=1
Cαβm
αnβ, (3.7)
is computed with−N/2 ≤ m,n < N/2 (N = 220) and with the coefficients:
C00 = 0, C10 = 1, C01 = −1.1, C20 = −1 · 10−2, C02 = −1.1 · 10−2,
C30 = −1 · 10−7, C03 = 1.1 · 10−7, C40 = −1 · 10−9, C04 = 1.1 · 10−9,
C11 = −1 · 10−4, C12 = −1 · 10−7, C21 = 1.1 · 10−7, C13 = C31 = C22 = 0.
Then, this computed phase distribution is wrapped between −pi and +pi
as shown in the left image of Fig. 3.1(a). The white lines are the selected
profiles defined to compute the cross-terms.
Secondly a strongly aberrated experimental configuration is realized by
introducing a tilted thick plate between the beam splitter and the CCD
camera in the reflection setup [Fig. 2.1(b)]. The analytical expressions for
the corresponding aberration are described in the Ref. [Bra97]. A holo-
gram of a mirror is recorded with a X10 MO. The right image of Fig. 3.1(a)
presents the phase reconstruction of this hologram without aberration com-
pensation.
Figure 3.1 presents the computed phase reconstructions for the theo-
retical specimen (left column) and for the experimental specimen (right
column), for increasing orders of correction from top to bottom. The offset
parameter P00 is adjusted to have a mean phase value on the entire image
equal to zero. The efficiency of the correction is evaluated by measuring the
Standard Deviation (std) of the phase distribution over the entire field of
view. As can be seen, std decreases rapidly, but the perfect correction for
the theoretical specimen (std = 0) is achieved only when the polynomial
order of the NPL is equal to the polynomial order of the generated phase
distribution, where the procedure computes Pαβ = (λ/2pi)Cαβ for all phase
reconstruction parameters.
In the experimental case, the aberrations are compensated up to a std
of 5 degrees as shown in the right image of Fig. 3.1(e). In this case, the
procedure computes the following coefficients values: P10 = 3.1382 · 10−7,
P01 = −3.1735 · 10−7, P20 = −1.0635 · 10−9, P02 = −1.0726 · 10−9, P30 =
−3.4615 · 10−14, P03 = 3.3820 · 10−14, P40 = −1.0333 · 10−16, P04 = 1.1985 ·
10−16, P11 = −1.3596·10−11, P12 = −4.6197·10−14, P21 = 3.4313·10−14. The
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Figure 3.1: Phase reconstructions for increasing order of a polynomial NPL. The com-
puted coefficients are: (a) P00 , (b) adding P10, P01, P20 and P02; (c) adding P11; (d)
adding Pαβ with α + β = 3 and (e) adding P40 and P04. Left column: compensation for
a computed phase distribution. Right column: phase distributions reconstructed from a
hologram recorded with a strongly aberrated microscope. The accuracy of the aberration
compensation is measured by the computation of the phase distribution standard deviation
evaluated over the entire field of view.
residual noise may have several origins, such as uncorrected aberrations,
surface defects on the mirror or on optical components of the microscope,
as well as spatial phase fluctuations caused by dusts, parasitic reflections
or diffraction effects.
A mirror is an ideal specimen because long profiles can be taken to
evaluate the phase reconstruction parameters. As presented in Fig. 3.2,
coefficients evaluated using a mirror can be used as calibrated values to
correct high order and crossed terms aberrations for further uses of the mi-
croscope. Figure 3.2 presents the phase reconstructions, in 3D perspective
views, obtained from a hologram recorded with a USAF 1950 resolution test
target and with different phase reconstruction parameters. Figures 3.2(a)
presents the reconstructed phase by computing the four parameters Pj0 and
P0j (j = 1 to 2, second order correction) from flat areas on the specimen.
As for the mirror, we see that these parameters do not compensate for the
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aberrations due to the introduced tilted plate. Figure 3.2(b) presents the
reconstructed phase computed with the phase reconstruction parameters,
up to order four, obtained previously with the mirror. Phase jumps appear
because the tilt has changed between the two specimens. Figure 3.2(c)
presents the result after application of a first order procedure (tilt com-
pensation) on the phase distribution of Fig. 3.2(b).
(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 3.2: Phase reconstructions in perspective view of a USAF test target obtained: (a)
by computing a second order NPL with the method presented in Fig. 2.8; (b) by using
the phase reconstruction parameters (cross and non-cross-terms up to order four) cali-
brated using a mirror [see Fig. 3.1(e)] and (c) by adding a first order (tilt compensation)
procedure to the phase distribution of (b).
3.3.2 2D Fitting Procedure
As shown in the Fig. 3.2, the main drawback of the single profiles and multi-
profiles procedures is that a calibration with a flat object is necessary to
adjust the cross-terms parameters. Therefore we developed a more general
fitting method that considers two-dimensional areas (known to be flat) of
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the specimen instead of profiles. This procedure will be applied for the two
models presented in Section 3.2.1.
In assumed flat areas F [inside white rectangle in Fig. 3.3 (a)], Npts
points are selected. The Npts measured optical path length values Y (γ, ζ)
[(γ, ζ) ∈ F ] satisfy the following equations depending of the model used
(Eqs. 3.2 and 3.3):
Y (γ, ζ) =
α+β=o∑
α=β=0
aαβ · Sαβ, where Sαβ = γαζβ (3.8)
Y (γ, ζ) =
α=o∑
α=0
aα · Zα, (3.9)
where γ and ζ are computed from the pixel position (m,n) to satisfy the
condition that F is inscribed in an unit circle; o is the polynomial order.
The Eqs. 3.8 and 3.9 define overdetermined linear systems with Npts equa-
tions and respectively a number of unknown coefficients (o2 + 3o + 2)/2
and o+1. These systems are solved by computing in the least-square sense
the solution of
M×AM = Y, (3.10)
where M = S,Z is the matrix of the fitting polynomials (the indexes S
and Z are for respectively the standard and Zernike polynomial models),Y
is the vector of the measured optical path length values, AM the vectors
of the unknown coefficients.
As presented in Section 2.7, an iterative procedure can be used to adjust
the vectors PM of the phase reconstruction parameters:
P(i)M = P
(i−1)
M +A
(i)
M . (3.11)
It is evident that this procedure fails if there are phase jumps in the
areas F due to initial parameters too different from the optimal ones.
Therefore a simple procedure is used to define the initial parameters P(0)M .
The first step consists in computing initial parameters with the 1D fitting
method:
P(0)S =
[
0 P 1D10 P
1D
01 P
1D
20 P
1D
02
]
, (3.12)
P(0)Z =
[
0 P
1D
10
2
P 1D01
2
]
, (3.13)
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Figure 3.3: 2D fitting procedure with standard polynomial model (left column) and Zernike
polynomial model (right column). (a) is the reconstructed amplitude contrast with the
assumed flat areas F inside the white rectangles. (b,f)reconstruction with initial parameters
computed with 1D procedure; (c,g) 2D unwrap of (b,f). (d) and (e) are respectively the
correction with 6 and 10 adjusted standard polynomial coefficients (o=2,3); (h) and (i) are
respectively the correction with 6 and 8 adjusted Zernike polynomial coefficients (o=5,7).
where P 1Dαβ are the parameters adjusted by the 1D fitting procedure
[Figs. 3.3 (b,f)].
The second step consists in applying a 2D unwrapping on the resulting
reconstructed phase to suppress eventual remaining phase jumps due to
aberrations [Figs. 3.3 (c,g)].
Finally, the 2D fitting procedure is applied by increasing the polyno-
mial order if necessary. Figures 3.3 (d,e) and (h,i) present the reconstructed
phases obtained with the adjustment of the phase reconstruction para-
meters in the respectively standard and Zernike polynomial models. The
polynomial order used for (d,e) are respectively o=2 (6 parameters) and
o=3 (10 parameters), wheras the one used for (h,i) are respectively o=5
(6 parameters) and o=7 (8 parameters).
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3.4 Results and Applications
We demonstrated in this chapter that the NPL and its adjustment allow
the reconstruction of the absolute phase with a single acquisition. In this
section, we present different applications of this procedure. First, we show
that this procedure can be applied to compensate for the specimen curva-
ture itself and therefore to characterize its surface properties, like surface
quality or roughness (Section 3.4.1). Finally, the technique is applied to
compensate for the curvature of micro-optical components. In particular,
the adjusted parameters in Zernike models give quantitative results about
micro-lens aberrations (Section 3.4.2).
3.4.1 Specimen Curvature Compensation
Surface metrology and quality control, roughness measurements in partic-
ular, are important tasks in engineering today. In industry, the most pop-
ular techniques to inspect surfaces, and in particular for roughness mea-
surements, are certainly the stylus type devices. They are very sensitive
in height measurements and have a good lateral resolution, but the main
drawback is that stylus devices perform punctual measurements that re-
quire scanning procedures along 1D profiles, making these techniques slow
and sensitive to external perturbations. In addition, surface damages may
occur as a result of the contact between the probe and the specimen. In
recent years, many optical techniques are developed, including light scat-
tering, speckle, fringe projection, and interferometry [Sto94,Ben92,Yam04,
Spa02], because they offer the possibility to measure over a larger area
in a non-contact way. In addition, optical techniques enable true surface
measurements, on 2D surfaces, which are more relevant than 1D profile
measurements; first of all because the resulting increase of acquired data is
a benefit from the statistical point of view, but also because the resulting
3D description enables direct evaluation of the surface topography.
Among optical techniques, DHM is particularly well adapted for sur-
face metrology since it enables to measure three-dimensional (3D) surface
topography with nanometer vertical resolution, with similar performances
than classical optical microscopy in terms of transverse resolution and field
of view. Compared to other optical techniques, for instance phase shifting
or white-light interferometry, DHM presents the advantages of an improved
robustness and a higher reconstruction rate (15 images/sec), resulting from
the fact that a single hologram acquisition, in the off-axis geometry, is nec-
essary to reconstruct the surface topography. The absence of moving parts,
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such as piezoelectric transducers, as well as the use of powerful numerical
tools, such as those presented in this chapter, are also key ingredient of
DHM, from both the ease of use and cost efficiency.
Furthermore we show here that DHM offers attractive and simple possi-
bilities to compensate for the shape of a specimen by providing a flattened
representation of the surface of curved specimens. This is of particular
interest within the scope of surface metrology, since reliable surface para-
meters, such as roughness or texture, can only be obtained if the shape or
form contributions can be eliminated from the topographic information.
This can be achieved in DHM by a purely software operation based on an
identical procedure for parameters adjustment described in this chapter.
Specimen shape compensation procedure
The principle of the method to compensate for the shape of specimen is
identical to the aberration compensation method. A second polynomial
NPL ΓI,SCL, called Shape Compensation Lens (SCL), is introduced in
Eqs. 2.26 and 2.35 to produce a shape compensated wavefront:
ΨSCL(m,n) = ΓI,SCL(m,n) ·Ψ(m,n). (3.14)
where the shape compensation lens can be defined in standard or Zernike
polynomial models:
ΓI,SCLS (m,n) = exp
−i2pi
λ
α+β=o∑
α=β=0
P SCLαβ ·mαnβ
 or (3.15)
ΓI,SCLZ (m,n) = exp
[
−i2pi
λ
o∑
α=0
P SCLα · Zα
]
(3.16)
where P SCLαβ or P
SCL
α define a new set of coefficients called shape compensa-
tion parameters. Here also, the accuracy or the shape of the compensation
can be adapted by changing the polynomial orders o. The shape compensa-
tion parameters can be adjusted automatically by similar procedures that
are applied to adjust the phase reconstruction parameters. There is however
an important difference between the standard topographic imaging mode
and the shape compensation imaging mode, which concerns the position of
the profiles (1D procedure) or the areas (2D procedure) from which phase
data are extracted for parameters evaluation. For the standard adjustment
procedure of the phase reconstruction parameters, the profiles or areas are
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positioned in areas of the field of view, where specimen contributions are
known to be constant. For shape compensation, phase data are extracted
along profiles or areas defined on the specimen itself. The consequence of
this is that the fitting procedures provide coefficient values comprising con-
tribution of the specimen shape such as its curvature.
Examples of standard topographic images are presented in Fig. 3.4(a)
and in Fig. 3.5(a), for respectively a micro-lenses wafer (MLW)[230 µm
diameter micro-lenses] and a metallic sphere. The real specimen shapes,
without 2pi ambiguities, are shown in Figs. 3.4(b) and 3.5(b), which present
the corresponding phase distributions after the application of a standard
phase unwrapping algorithm.
Figure 3.4: (a) Reconstruction with the adjustment of the phase mask parameters defined
on the flat area of the wafer, between the micro-lenses; (b) perspective view of the 2D
unwrapped phase image; (c) and (d) perspective views obtained by adjusting the second
order shape compensation parameters on respectively the centered and right lower micro-
lenses. In (a), the black lines indicate the profiles used for a parameter adjustment in the
standard topographic imaging mode, and the white lines indicate the position of the profile
used for the shape compensation procedure.
(a) (b) (c)
200 µm
20
0 µ
m
Figure 3.5: (a) Phase reconstructions of the vertex of a metallic sphere. (b) 2D unwrapped
phase image. (c) digitally flattened phase image revealing surface roughness
The adjustment of the phase reconstruction parameters in Fig. 3.4 (a)
is performed according to a multi-segment procedure described in Sec-
tion 2.7.3, which consists in applying the curve fitting procedure on a series
of several profiles positioned on flat regions of the wafer between the loca-
tions of the lenses [black lines in Fig. 3.4(a)]. For Fig. 3.5(a), the parameters
adjustment is performed thanks to a calibration procedure using a mirror as
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specimen, prior application to the metallic sphere, since this specimen does
not comprise flat surfaces enabling a proper estimation of signal contribu-
tions independent from the specimen. Figures 3.4(c,d) and 3.5(c) present
perspective views of phase images obtained by the shape compensation
procedure with standard polynomial model. Figures 3.4(c,d) are obtained
for profiles positions [see white lines in Fig. 3.4(a)] centered on two differ-
ent micro-lenses and with the second order of the shape compensation lens
without cross-term:
ΓI,SCLS (m,n) = exp
[
−i2pi
λ
(
P SCL00 + P
SCL
10 m+ P
SCL
01 n+
(P SCL20 )
2m2 + (P SCL02 )
2n2
)]
. (3.17)
As can be seen in Fig. 3.6(a), the procedure compensates only partially
the lens shape. A ring pattern appears that results from the difference
between the expected spherical shape of the lens, and the parabolic model
used for calculating the shape compensation lens. If desired, the shape
compensation can be improved by increasing the standard polynomial order
of the shape compensation lens as shown in Fig. 3.6. Figures 3.6(a) and (b),
are obtained respectively with a third and fourth order shape compensation
lens computed on the centered lens of Fig. 3.4(a). The profiles defined by
the arrows in Fig. 3.6(a,b) and plotted in Fig. 3.6(c) show that a fourth
order shape compensation lens is necessary to compensate for the "ring
effect". Once obtained, the flattened representation of the lens can be used
to evaluate the surface roughness, and may also be used to observe fine
defects, such as scratches, that would not be apparent on the standard
topographic mode as a result of their small size with respect to the global
lens shape. However the shape compensation is not yet perfect as shown in
particular near the edges of the micro-lens in Fig. 3.6(b). This defect could
result from a form defect of the lens or from an inadequate mathematical
model to compensate for the shape of a micro-lens. However, the properly
flattened part of the lens is sufficient to provide reliable measurement over
its working surface. A characterization of micro-lenses with this method is
presented in Ref. [Cha06a].
Figure 3.5(c) present the flattened representation of the metallic sphere
vertex, obtained by application of a third order shape compensation lens,
with profiles positioned on the center of the field of view. Figure 3.5(c)
illustrates an interesting feature of the method. As can be seen, such a
flattened representation of the specimen surface provides a straightforward
access to the surface state, independently from the specimen shape, and
reveals fine surface textures or topographical defects. For instance, parame-
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Figure 3.6: Perspective views computed by compensating for the curvature induced by the
lens with (a) a third order shape compensation mask and (b) a fourth order one. (c) Phase
profiles defined along the directions of the white arrows of (a) and (b).
ters such as the means roughness, in this case Ra=25.0 nm, can be directly
evaluated as for a flat specimen.
3.4.2 Aberration and Topography of Micro-optics
The goal of this section is to show that the Zernike formulation used for
shape compensation gives a direct evaluation of aberration of micro-optics
as micro-lens for example. Figure 3.7(a) shows that the "flattening" is com-
parable with previous results (Fig. 3.6) with the adjustment of Zernike co-
efficients up to Z9. The adjustment of the next Zernike coefficient Z10 gives
the Figure 3.7(b). The "flattening" is rather better and reveals that this
micro-lens has spherical aberrations (see Table A.3). Finally, Figure 3.7(c)
shows that the increase of order up to Z20 does not allow a better aberration
compensation. Figure 3.8 summarizes the repartition of the aberrations of
the micro-lens. It shows an important astigmatism (Z4 and Z5) (more in
direction y than x ), a coma amplitude (Z6 and Z7) equivalent in the two
directions and a trefoil (Z8 and Z9) negligible in direction y and finally an
important primary spherical aberration (Z10).
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.7: Micro-lens shape compensation with Zernike formulation with (a) 10 parame-
ters, (b) 11 parameters and (c) 21 parameters.
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Figure 3.8: Repartition of Zernike coefficients for an adjustment of 21 Coefficients. The
absolute coefficients values are plotted. Black and grey patterns correspond respectively to
negative and positive value.
3.5 Conclusion
We presented in this chapter the fitting procedures allowing phase aberra-
tions compensation in the reconstruction plane. Furthermore, we demon-
strated that quantitative aberrations parameters could be measured in
terms of Zernike polynomials parameters. An example of application was
presented with the computation of the Zernike parameters for a micro-lens.
Another example, presented in the Ref. [Cha06b], shows that the amplitude
point spread function of high NA microscope objectives can be evaluated
by DHM and the use of the Zernike 2D fitting method.
We considered in this chapter the aberrations effects on the phase image
principally. But the aberrations introduce modification on the amplitudes
images too as image distortion or astigmatism. In Chapter 4, we demon-
strate that the use of a NPL placed in the hologram plane instead of re-
construction plane achieves a complete aberration compensation in terms
of phase and amplitude.
Chapter 4
Numerical Parametric
Lens in Hologram Plane
4.1 Introduction
It has already been proved that the wave front curvature introduced by
MO and lenses can be successively removed in DHM [Cuc99b,Ped01b], as
well as spherical aberration [Sta00], chromatic aberration [dN05a], astig-
matism [dN02,Gri01], anamorphism [dN01,dN05b], or longitudinal image
shifting introduced by a beam splitter cube [dN03]. Furthermore, the previ-
ous chapter demonstrates that automatic procedures allow the adjustment
of parameters associated to a standard polynomial model of aberrations
and achieve a complete compensation for phase aberrations in the recon-
struction plane without prior knowledge of physical parameters of the setup
like wave vector components, focal lengths and position of the optical com-
ponents [Col06].
On the other hand, the two reconstruction formulations SFTF and
CF have each of them several advantages and disadvantages as pre-
sented in Section 2.6.3. Among others, there is an important differ-
ence about the scaling of the ROI inside the reconstructed wave front
plane. Indeed, the scaling in SFTF is dependent of the reconstruc-
tion distance, the pixel number of the hologram and the wavelength
(Eq. 2.36) [Fer04], whereas it is independent for the CF if there is no
chromatic aberration in the setup. This is why different solutions are
proposed to control the scaling in SFTF to maintain the size of the
ROI for a sequence of digital holograms recorded at different distances
and to solve the problem of superimposition in multiwavelength methods
for color holography [Kat02,Yam02,Alm04,Jav05a], tomographic hologra-
phy [Ind99,Kim00,Dak03,Mas05, The05,ML05a, Yu05], or in optical dif-
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fraction tomography [Cha06c]. Ferraro et al. propose to control the scal-
ing in SFTF by padding the holograms with zeros before the reconstruc-
tion [Fer04]. This approach has the disadvantage to increase the computa-
tional load because the number of hologram pixels is no longer a power of 2.
Indeed, the FFT algorithm is optimized to compute the Fourier transform
in time O(N logN) instead of O(N 2) with N = 2n. Zhang et al. propose
also another method to keep the original pixel number in SFTF [Zha04b].
A two-stage reconstruction algorithm control the scale of the reconstructed
image by placing between the hologram and the reconstruction planes, a
numerical lens with a focal and a position defined by the desired scale.
The disadvantage of this method is that it needs the computation of two
propagations.
Finally, the curvature and the propagation direction of the object wave
could slightly change for different wavelengths if the optics are not com-
pletely achromatic. Therefore, even in CF, a different scale and position of
the ROI can occur.
We propose in this chapter to place a Numerical Parametric Lens (NPL)
in the hologram plane. It compensates completely in SFTF or CF, for
the aberrations (phase aberrations and image distortions) by the use of
automatic procedures explained in the previous chapter. An adjustable
shifting and magnification procedure in CF, that maintain the original
hologram pixels number and a unique propagation, are also presented.
4.2 Digital Reconstruction
As presented in the previous chapter, the phase aberrations could be com-
pensated by introducing a Numerical Parametric Lens (NPL) in the image
plane. In this chapter, we introduce a NPL in the hologram plane that al-
lows to compensate for phase aberrations and image distortion. This new
NPL ΓH has a shape defined by the phase reconstruction parameters in
the hologram plane. Obviously, this NPL can be written in standard or
in Zernike model. The reconstructed wavefront is written respectively in
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SFTF and CF as:
Ψ(m,n) =ΓI(m,n) · A · exp
[
ipi
λd
(
m2∆ξ2 + n2∆η2
)] ·
FFT
{
ΓH(k, l)IH(k, l) exp
[
ipi
λd
(
k2∆x2 + l2∆y2
)]}
m,n
, (4.1)
Ψ(m,n) =ΓI(m,n) · A·
FFT−1
{
FFT
[
ΓH(k, l)IH(k, l)
] · exp [−ipiλd(ν2k + ν2l )]} . (4.2)
It should be noticed that the particular case of ΓH = RD and ΓI =
Φ corresponds to the numerical expression of the Fresnel propagation of
Eq. 2.6 [Cuc99a].
Now we represent the parametric numerical lenses in the plane P = H, I
as the superposition of three different lenses used to Shift, Magnify and
Compensate for the aberrations:
ΓP = ΓP,ShS · ΓP,MS · ΓP,C . (4.3)
We demonstrate now how to define these NPL’s by automatic proce-
dures and present some advantages to correct different orders in the holo-
gram plane instead of image plane. We show that the correction of the
tilt with ΓH,C allows an automatic shift of the ROI in the center of the
reconstruction and that ΓP,ShS permits a parametric shift. Then we show
that the adjustment of the second order of standard polynomial of ΓP,MS
permits to do a numerical magnification in CF. Finally, a complete aber-
ration compensation is presented with some examples, in particular the
reconstruction of a wavefront from a hologram recorded with a cylindri-
cal lens and with a lens ball as MO. For this purpose, we will introduce
the concept of conjugated reference hologram that calibrates the setup to
compensate for the aberrations.
4.3 Tilt Correction
4.3.1 Automatic Centering of the Region of Interest
As shown in Fig. 2.5(d-f) in Section 2.2.2 the central frequency and the
ROI of the real or virtual images are not in the center of the reconstructed
wavefront. This phenomena is understood by looking at the Fig. 4.1. As
presented in the set-ups (Figs. 2.1 and 2.2), the object and reference waves
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Figure 4.1: Principle of digital reconstruction process to center the ROI. (a) Hologram
recording; (b) Reconstruction with a digital reference wave U = 1 (the ROI is not cen-
tered);(c) Reconstruction with a digital reference wave U = R∗ (the ROI is centered).
propagate collinearly and at an angle θ from the hologram plane normal
vector respectively [Fig. 4.1(a)]. We consider now the reconstruction with
a filtered hologram containing only the real image (or the virtual image).
Two reconstruction cases can be imagined. The first one [Fig. 4.1(b)] corre-
sponds to the reconstruction process with the digital reference wave outside
the Fresnel integral. In this case, the reconstructed wavefront in the holo-
gram plane is R∗O and propagates at an angle −θ. The ROI is therefore
not in the center of the reconstructed wavefront.
The second case [Fig. 4.1(c)] corresponds to the optical reconstruction
process with the conjugated reference wave R∗ as illuminating wave. Dig-
itally it corresponds to compute the Eq. 4.1 or 4.2 with ΓH = R∗. In this
case, the wavefront in the hologram plane is O that propagates normally
to the hologram plane. Therefore, the ROI is centered in the reconstructed
wavefront.
The shift of the ROI in the first case is not convenient in CF, as the
image is no more centered in the window as shown in Figs. 4.2(e,f). In the
case of SFTF, it may not be a problem if the sampling step is small enough
to cover the off-axis propagation wavefront [Figs. 4.2(a-b)]. But because
this sampling is inversely proportional to the reconstruction distance d
(Eq. 2.36), aliasing appears when d is too small (Fig. 4.3). Therefore for
any formulation, it is more judicious to suppress the shift or the ROI as
presented in Figs. 4.2(c,d,g,h) for CF and in Figs 4.3(d) for SFTF.
The procedure to shift the ROI in the center can be done with two
methods. The first one called "spectrum centering" consists in shifting the
central frequency of the real (virtual) image in the center of the spectrum
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
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Figure 4.2: Comparison between SFTF (a-d) and CF (e-h) with (c,d,g,h) or without
(a,b,e,f) ROI centering. (a,c,e,g) are amplitude images; and (b,d,f,h) the corresponding
phase reconstructions.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 4.3: Aliasing appears when the reconstruction distance is too small.(a) d = 11 cm;
(b) d = 5 cm; (c) aliasing at d = 3.3 cm. With ROI centering, the reconstruction (d) can
be achieved for d = 3.3 cm.
image, in applying an inverse FT, then in propagating it. A simple proce-
dure consists in detecting the position of the amplitude maximum corre-
sponding to the central frequency of the real image [Fig. 4.4(a)]. Then this
position is shifted in the center of the spectrum image [Fig. 4.4(b)]. This
method has two drawbacks. The first one is that this shifting is one-pixel
precise. Secondly, if the fringes on the hologram are curved (see Fig. 2.7),
the central frequency is not a point in the spectrum [Fig. 4.4(c)] and it is
more difficult to "center" the real image frequencies.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.4: Procedure of spectrum centering. (a)initial filtered spectrum; (b)spectrum cen-
tered. The arrow represents the shift between the amplitude maximum of the frequencies
associated to the virtual image and the center of the entire spectrum.(c) is the spectrum
of the hologram of Fig. 2.7, the fringe curvature induces a non punctual central frequency
in the spectrum.
We propose to compute automatically the tilt parameters PH,C10 and
PH,C01 of Γ
H,C by performing the fitting procedures explained in the previous
chapters on known to be flat profiles or areas selected in the hologram
plane. Figure 4.5 presents the hologram plane phase image before (a) and
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after (c) the tilt adjustment and their respective image plane amplitude
(b,d) reconstructed in SFTF. In this example, the 1D procedure is applied
on the selected black profiles of (a). The resulting phase curvature on (c)
corresponds to the non-corrected curvature induced by the MO. The ROI
is centered in the image plane (d).
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 4.5: Adjustment of the tilt parameters of the NPL ΓH by applying 1D procedure
along black profiles. (a) the initial phase in the hologram plane and (b) the correspond-
ing amplitude reconstruction; (c) tilt corrected phase in the hologram plane and (d) the
corresponded centered amplitude reconstruction.
4.3.2 Manual Shifting in Convolution Formulation
It could be interesting to shift the ROI in a specific region, for example to
compensate for a specimen shift between two hologram acquisitions. For
this purpose, we show how to define the Shifting NPL’s ΓH;Sh and ΓI;Sh
in the CF. The principle of the procedure has three steps. First of all, the
operator draws two points defining the shift to achieve (arrows in Fig. 4.6).
The second step consists in computing the parameters PH,Sh10 and P
H,Sh
01 of
ΓH,ShS . These parameters can be easily computed by considering Figure 4.7.
Let us define the desired shift in the two directions:
∆Sj = NSj∆j, (4.4)
where j = x, y, NSj is the number of pixels to shift in the j -direction. The
Shifting NPL is written:
ΓH,ShS (x) = exp
[
i
2pi
λ
Sˆx
]
= exp
[
i
2pi
λ
(Sxm∆x+ Syn∆y)
]
, (4.5)
where Sˆ is the unitary shift vector. The components of the vector Sˆ are:
Sj = sin(θj) = sin
[
arctan
(
∆Sj
d
)]
. (4.6)
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(a)
(c)
(b)
(d)
Figure 4.6: Shifting procedure. (a) and (b) are respectively the amplitude and phase recon-
struction after tilt compensation. The arrows define the desired shift of the ROI. (c) and
(d) the respective amplitude and phase shifted reconstruction.
H I
∆Sx
d
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S
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Figure 4.7: H the hologram plane, I the image plane, ∆Sx the desired shift in the direction
x, d the reconstruction distance and θx the shifting angle.
The parameters PH,Sh10 and P
H,Sh
01 are also:
PH,Sh10 = − sin
[
arctan
(
∆Sx
d
)]
∆x,
PH,Sh01 = − sin
[
arctan
(
∆Sy
d
)]
∆y. (4.7)
Obviously the shift introduced in the hologram plane produces a tilt in
the image plane that should be compensated. We introduce therefore a
predicted compensating Shifting NPL in the image plane defined as:
ΓI,ShS (m,n) = exp
[
−i2pi
λ
(P I,Sh10 m+ P
I,Sh
01 n)
]
, (4.8)
where P I,Sh10 = −PH,Sh10 and P I,Sh01 = −PH,Sh01 ). Figures 4.6(c,d) present the
shifted amplitude and phase reconstructions. It is important to notice that
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this shifting method is limited by the desired shift and by the reconstruc-
tion distance. Indeed, the angle θ may satisfy the Eq. 2.3 and gives the
inequality:
arctan
(
∆Sj
d
)
≤ θmax = arcsin
(
λ
2∆x
)
. (4.9)
For example, with a sampling ∆x = 6.7 µm, a wavelength λ = 633 nm
and a reconstruction distance d = 1 cm, the maximum number of pixels to
shift is NSmax = d∆x tan
[
arcsin
(
λ
2∆x
)]
= 70.58.
4.4 Numerical Magnification in CF
We propose here to adjust the magnification of ROI by computing the
parametric focal distance of the NPL’s ΓH,M and ΓI,M . This method keeps
constant the pixels number of the hologram and is based on a single prop-
agation. Let us define H the hologram plane where the NPL with focal f is
placed, I the original image plane defining by the reconstruction distance
d and I’ the final image plane defined by the reconstruction distance d’.
From these definitions, the real object is located at a distance -d from the
hologram plane. The magnification M is also defined from the real object
and image distances:
M = − d
′
−d =
d′
d
. (4.10)
The lens equation is:
1
f
=
1
−d +
1
d′
. (4.11)
Let us define now the Magnification NPL described by thin lens transmit-
tance formula [Sal91] or by the Eq. 3.2:
ΓH,MS (m,n) = exp
[
i
2pi
λ
1
2f
(m2∆x2 + n2∆y2)
]
, (4.12)
= exp
[
−i2pi
λ
(PH,M20 m
2 + PH,M02 n
2)
]
, (4.13)
where PH,M20 = P
H,M
02 are the Magnification parameters associated with the
focal of the NPL:
PH,M20 = P
H,M
02 =
∆x2
2f
. (4.14)
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Finally, with the Eqs. 4.10, 4.11 and 4.14, the new reconstruction dis-
tance and the parameter PH,M02 can be computed from M and the initial
reconstruction distance d :
d′ =Md, (4.15)
PH,M02 = P
H,M
20 =
(
1
M
− 1
)
∆x2
2d
. (4.16)
Obviously, as for the shifting method, the phase curvature introduced in
the hologram plane by the NPL has to be compensated in the new image
plane I’. The predicted magnification NPL in the image plane I’ is
ΓI
′,M(m,n) = exp
[
i
2pi
λ
1
2(f − d′)(m
2∆x2 + n2∆y2)
]
, (4.17)
= exp
[
−i2pi
λ
(P I
′,M
20 m
2 + P I
′,M
02 n
2)
]
, (4.18)
that defines the parameters
P I
′,M
20 = P
I ′,M
02 =
∆x2(M − 1)
2M 2d
. (4.19)
An example of application of this method is presented in Figure 4.8.
Two different holograms of the same object are recorded with two different
wavelengths λ1 = 480 nm [Figs. 4.8(a,b)] and λ2 = 700 nm [Figs. 4.8(c-f)].
We notice that the size of the interesting object is different because of the
non-achromatic MO used in the setup (difference between the dashed and
bold white rectangle). The quotient between the rectangles sized defined a
magnification M = 1.0038. The magnification procedure gives the scaled
reconstruction of Figs. 4.8(e,f).
We can mention here that a different scaling in the two directions can be
done by applying two different magnifications in the respective directions.
4.5 Complete Aberration Compensation
For the manual shifting and the magnification procedures, only four pa-
rameters of the standard polynomial model are used. In this section we
demonstrate that the adjustment of higher orders in standard polynomial
or Zernike polynomial models allows a complete aberration compensation.
We mention here some works about correction of anamorphism done by
De Nicola et al. that uses a "chirp function" applied in the hologram plane
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 4.8: The amplitude and the phase reconstructions are presented respectively on
the left and on the right. The reconstructions are done from a hologram recorded with
λ1 = 480 nm (a,b) and λ2 = 700 nm (c-f). The white rectangle defines the reference
size. The white dashed rectangle defines the size of the same object without application of
magnification. (e,f) are reconstructed from the same hologram as (c,d) with the application
of a magnification M = 1.0038 defined by the quotient of the rectangle sizes.
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to compensate for the aberration introduced by a reflective grating [dN01].
Furthermore they introduce two reconstruction distances to compensate
for astigmatism as Grilli et al. in Ref. [Gri01]. Here we propose a general
method of aberration compensation that maintains a unique reconstruction
distance.
4.5.1 Aberration Model
We assume here that the specimen does not introduce aberrations but only
a phase delay ϕ(x, y) coming from a difference height of the specimen in
reflection configuration or from a refractive index or/and thickness differ-
ence in transmission configuration. Let us define here more generally the
reference and object waves and a third wave O′, corresponding to the ob-
ject wave without presence of specimen, by adding the phase aberration
terms WR and WO′ to plane waves (the same reasoning can be done with
spherical waves):
R(x, y) = |R| exp [i(kxx+ kyy)] · exp [iWR(x, y)] , (4.20)
O′(x, y) = |O′(x, y)| · exp [iWO′(x, y)] , (4.21)
O(x, y) = |O(x, y)| exp [iϕ(x, y)] · exp [iWO′(x, y)] . (4.22)
Here we assume that the amplitude |O′(x, y)| and |O(x, y)| are not affected
by aberrations in the hologram plane. Furthermore, we assume that the
reference wave has no aberration (WR = 0). The filtered hologram is
IFH = R
∗O = |R||O| exp [−i(kxx+ kyy)] exp [i(ϕ+WO′ −WR)] . (4.23)
Two different methods can be applied to suppress the aberration term
W = WO′ −WR. The first one consists simply in applying the 1D or 2D
fitting procedures to adjust the standard or Zernike polynomial parameters
of ΓH on the known flat areas in the hologram plane. The second one
defined the NPL ΓH with a conjugated reference hologram.
4.5.2 Fitting Procedures
The fitting procedures are identical to the procedures presented in Chap-
ter 3. The difference consists in adjusting the parameters on the phase of
IFH . We already showed that the tilt adjustment in this plane allows to
place the ROI in the center of the reconstruction plane [Fig. 4.9 (a-c)]. By
increasing the order, it is possible to "flatten" the phase in the hologram
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Figure 4.9: (a) Correction of the tilt in the hologram plane and respective amplitude (b)
and phase (c) reconstructions in SFTF at a distance d = 17.46 cm without NPL in image
plane. (d) High order correction in the hologram plane and respective amplitude (e) and
phase (f) reconstruction at a distance d = 8.78 cm. The correction in the hologram plane
is conserving along the direction of propagation and no more NPL in image plane is
necessary.
plane as presented in Fig. 4.9(d). Because of the compensation of the cur-
vature of the object wave, the NPL works also as a magnification lens: the
reconstruction distances with or without the NPL are different and follows
the Equations presented in Section 4.4.
In Fig. 4.9 the initial reconstruction distance is d = 17.46 cm (b,c),
the adjusted term PH02 = 1.24558 · 10−10 gives a magnification M = 0.5122
and a new reconstruction distance d = 8.78 cm is used to reconstruct (e,f).
Because the reconstruction is done in SFTF, no magnification of the ROI
appears. It is important to notice that no NPL was applied in the image
plane for the reconstruction of image (c) and (f). We see that the correction
in the hologram plane avoids the utilization of a NPL in the image plane
for any reconstruction distance. Indeed, the term ΓH · IFH is similar to a
plane wave that propagates perpendicularly to the hologram plane. The
aberrations are also corrected for any reconstruction distance.
4.5.3 Reference Conjugated Hologram
In this section we present a calibration procedure that computes the NPL
ΓHRCH , where RCH is related to the Reference Conjugated Hologram. The
principle of the method was presented already in 1966 by Upatnieks et
al. [Upa66] and in 1971 by Ward et al. [War71] in the context of classical
holography. The principle is as follows.
Let us record a reference hologram without specimen ("empty holo-
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gram"). The filtered reference hologram is written:
IR,FH = R
∗O′ = |R||O′| exp [−i(kxx+ kyy)] exp [i(WO′ −WR)] . (4.24)
Let us now define the NPL ΓHRCH with the conjugated phase of this filtered
hologram:
ΓHRCH(m,n) = exp
{
i arg
[
IR,F∗H
]}
= exp [i(kxx+ kyy)] exp [−i(WO′ −WR)] . (4.25)
The multiplication of ΓHRCH with a filtered hologram recorded with a spec-
imen (Eq. 4.23) gives:
ΓHRCH(m,n) · IFH = |R||O| exp [iϕ(x, y)] . (4.26)
Equations 4.1 and 4.2 propagate therefore an non-aberrated wavefront.
Self-reference Conjugated Hologram
The method of RCH have the disadvantages to need a reference hologram
and to assume that the specimen does not produce phase aberration. We
propose here to suppress these two last drawbacks by using the specimen
hologram itself as the reference one.
Let us assume that the object is quite smooth, for example the hologram
of a group of bacillus bacteria [Fig. 4.10(a)]. The first step of the procedure
consists in filtering the specimen hologram in its spectrum to keep only the
virtual image as presented in Figs. 4.10(b,c). Then, because the information
of the details of the specimen have higher frequencies than the aberrations
(contained in the central carrier frequency), the self-reference conjugated
hologram is strongly filtered to keep only the central carrier frequency
[Fig. 4.10(d)]. The reconstruction results are shown in Fig 4.11, where the
reconstruction done by the adjustment of ΓH (2D fitting procedure) (a,b)
and with the Self-RCH(c,d) are compared. No significative difference are
observable.
4.6 Results and Discussion
4.6.1 Shifting and Magnification in Tomographic
DHM
We present here an application of the shifting and magnification procedure
in the context of sub-micron optical tomography by multiple wavelength
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Figure 4.10: (a) Hologram of bacillus; (b) the entire filtered spectrum; the spectrum inside
the white rectangle is report in (c); (d) the filtered spectrum of Self-RCH in the region
delimited by the white rectangle.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.11: The reconstructions of amplitude (a,c) and phase (b,d) are done by the ad-
justment of the NPL ΓH in the hologram plane (a,b) and by the self-RCH(c,d).
DHM. The principle consists in recording several holograms with different
wavelengths (typically 20 holograms with wavelengths between 480 nm and
700 nm) with a reflection DHM. The reconstruction of these holograms
and their processing allows tomographic imaging [Mononb,Monona]. An
important point for the tomographic reconstruction process is that the
size of the ROI on each reconstructed image should be identical. Because
of the presence of chromatic aberrations and laser pointing changes for each
wavelength, the reconstruction distance, the size and the position of the
ROI change as shown in Fig. 4.8(a-d). The Figure 4.12 compares the mean
amplitude (a,b) and its mapping on the 3D specimen topography (c,d)
when the magnification and the shift is not applied to all 20 superimposed
images (a,c) or when they are applied (b,d). We can see clearly that (a) is
blurred whereas (b) is not. The improvement of the method is also visible
for (d) where the noise on the specimen edges is clearly diminished.
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(c) (d)
Figure 4.12: (a,b) Reconstructed mean amplitude from 20 holograms recorded with different
wavelengths and (c,d) mapping of it on the 3D topography of the specimen. (b,d) are
processed with shift and magnification compensation.
4.6.2 Compensation for Astigmatism Induced by a
Cylindrical Lens
Grilly et al. present theoretically the potentialities of DHM for astigma-
tism evaluation and compensation [Gri01]. Furthermore, De Nicola et al.
present a method with two different reconstruction distances to achieve
astigmatism compensation [dN01]. Here we demonstrate experimentally
that astigmatism introduced by a cylindrical lens can be compensated by
the NPL in the hologram plane. This cylindrical lens is introduced in a re-
flection setup in the place of the MO [Fig. 2.1(b)]. Figure 4.13 presents the
hologram of a USAF test target recorded with this setup. The fringes pat-
tern is unusual and corresponds to the interference between an ellipsoidal
wave and a plane wave.
Figure 4.13: Hologram of USAF test target recorded with a cylindrical lens as MO.
Figure 4.14 presents amplitude reconstructions in SFTF along the z-
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Figure 4.14: Amplitude reconstruction in SFTF for different reconstruction distances. Due
to the astigmatism of the cylindrical lens, there are two different focal points localized at
d = 5.5 cm and d = ∞. The reconstructed image is almost focalized at d = 23.3 cm as
shown in Fig. 4.15
(a) (b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
Figure 4.15: Amplitude reconstruction with different parameters. (a) CF, M = 1, d = 23.3
cm; (b) SFTF, d = 23.3 cm, (c) CF, M = 0.3, d = 6.99. The astigmatism shown in detail
in (c) is compensated by the adjustment of PH,A20 = 0.11 × 10−10 (d) or by defining two
reconstruction distances d1 = 6.99 cm and d2 = 7.92 cm (e).
direction for different reconstruction distances. Because of astigmatism of
the cylindrical lens, there are two focal points, one for each direction, lo-
calized at d = ∞ and d = 5.5 cm (the amplitude reconstruction shows a
vertical line). The image is almost focalized at d = 23.3 cm as shown in
Fig. 4.15(b) too. This astigmatism can be revealed better by using CF. Be-
cause aliasing appears in CF [Fig. 4.15(a)], due to a larger magnification
of the cylindrical lens in horizontal direction, a numerical magnification
M = 0.3 is applied and achieves Fig. 4.15(c). The detail on (c) shows
clearly that the vertical edges of the USAF step are not focalized.
Let us define a new NPL written ΓH,A that is dedicated to astigma-
tism compensation and defined by two second order standard polyno-
mial coefficients PH,A02 and P
H,A
20 . The Figures 4.15(d,e) presents respec-
tively the compensation for the astigmatism by the manual adjustment of
PH,A20 = 0.11×10−10 (PH,A02 = 0) or by the adjustment of two reconstruction
distances d1 = 6.99 cm and d2 = 7.92 cm as explained in Ref. [dN01]. We
can see in the details that the two methods correct very well the astigma-
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(a) (c)
(b) (d)
Figure 4.16: (a) Phase reconstruction with PH,A20 = 0.11 × 10−10 without ΓI,C; the other
images are compensated with ΓI,C: (b) PH,A20 = 0; (c) P
H,A
20 = 0.11 × 10−10 and (d) two
reconstruction distances. The black lines have the same length and reveals a dilatation in
the horizontal direction for (d).
tism, but there is a very small difference between the ROI sizes. Indeed,
(e) is bigger in horizontal direction.
Figure 4.16 reveals that the two astigmatism compensations used for
the amplitude image are not sufficient to compensate for the others phase
aberrations if no NPL is applied in the image plane (a). Therefore, the NPL
ΓI,C is adjusted in the image plane for the different cases of astigmatism
correction: (b) without correction; (c) with PH,C20 = 0.11 × 10−10 and (d)
with two reconstruction distances. It can be noticed that NPL method con-
serves the geometry [the step length is equal between (b) and (c)] whereas
it is not the case for the two reconstruction distances method (d).
Finally, we compare the two astigmatism compensation methods when
the 2D fitting procedure is applied in the hologram plane to adjust ΓH,CS . It
is also important to notice that as presented for the magnification method,
the introduction of ΓH,A when ΓH,C is adjusted introduced a phase cur-
vature in the image plane that can be compensated with the reciprocal
predicted NPL ΓI,A in image plane with P I,A20 or P
I,A
02 computed from the
Eqs. 4.16 and 4.18:
P I,A20 =
∆x2
∆x2
2PH20
− d. (4.27)
Figure 4.17 presents the phase image in the hologram plane before
(a) and after (b) 2D fitting procedure for ΓH,CS . The "flattening" in the
hologram plane increases the astigmatism as presented in Figs. 4.18(a,b).
Indeed, two very different reconstruction distances allow to focalize along
horizontal (d = 13.3 cm) or vertical direction (d = −6.9 cm). The astigma-
tism is therefore compensated by the two reconstructions distances method
[Fig. 4.18(c)] or by the adjustment of ΓH,A for the two cases of reconstruc-
tion distances: (d) corresponds to (d = −7.1 cm, PH,A02 = −4.7 × 10−10)
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.17: Phase image in hologram plane. Phase image in hologram plane. (a) without
ΓH,CS adjustment, (b) after adjustment of standard polynomial order o = 3. The black lines
defines the profiles used to define the initial 2D fitting parameters and the white curves
delimit the areas excluded from the known to be flat areas.
Amplitude Phase
(a)
(b)
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Figure 4.18: Amplitude and phase reconstructions after ΓH,CS adjustment. (a) d = 13.3
cm; (b) d = −6.9 cm; (c) d1 = 13.3 cm and d2 = −6.9 cm; (d) M = 0.56 (d = −7.1 cm)
and PH02 = −4.7× 10−10; (e) M = 0.56 (d = 7.95 cm) and PH20 = 4.7× 10−10.
and (e) to (d = 7.95 cm, PH,A20 = 4.7× 10−10). In short, we show that the
two astigmatism compensation methods are not equivalent in terms of the
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geometry conservation. Indeed, the two reconstruction distances method
deforms the reconstructed images, whereas it is not the case with our
method. Furthermore, our method associated with the aberration com-
pensation in hologram plane achieves the astigmatism compensation for
amplitude and phase image for any reconstruction distances. These results
shows that a cylindrical lens can be used advantageously instead of MO, for
example to study specimens with different characteristic length and width
like optical fibers or waveguide among others.
4.6.3 Lens Ball as MO
To present the different techniques of aberration compensation, we intro-
duce a lens ball (Edmund lens ball SF8 of 2mm diameter n = 1.689) as MO
to produce very strong aberrations. An index liquid (n = 1.6) is used as
immersion liquid. The specimen is a USAF test target. Figure 4.19 presents
the holograms with (a) and without the specimen (b) and the respective
filtered spectrum (c-d). Figure 4.20 presents the comparison between dif-
ferent methods of aberration compensation. In the column (a), only the
tilt is compensated in the hologram plane. It is evident that aberrations
introduced by the lens ball deformed the USAF test target. Furthermore,
the NPL applied in the image plane does not "flatten" correctly the phase
image. In the column (b), a 7 order standard polynomial 2D fitting is ap-
plied in hologram and image planes. The correction of distortion is good,
but the phase aberrations cannot be totally compensated. Finally, the fil-
tered RCH computed from Fig. 4.19(b,d) allows to reconstruct the column
(c), where the aberrations are almost completely compensated.
The residual distortion comes from two facts. First, the assumption of
a non-aberrated reference wavefront (WR = 0) is not achieved. Indeed, if
the aberration term WR is different of zero, the RCH method does not
compensate exactly for the phase aberration WO′. For example in the ex-
treme case where WR = WO′, ΓHRCH = exp [i(kxx+ kyy)], and the method
compensates only for the tilt due to the off-axis geometry. Usually, the
phase aberrations in the reference wave are much smaller than for the ob-
ject wave and can be therefore neglected. Indeed, less optics are used in
the reference arm, in particular there is no MO.
Secondly, the model takes in account the phase aberrations in the holo-
gram plane, but the description and the correction of the aberrations should
be done in the pupil plane of the system. If the distance between the pupil
plane and the hologram plane is not negligible, the automatic phase aber-
ration compensation in the hologram plane is not sufficient to compensate
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Figure 4.19: (a,b) are respectively the hologram with and without the specimen; (c,d) are
the respective filtered spectrums.
totally for the distortion. Nevertheless, a compensation for the residual dis-
tortion can be done by a manual adjustment of the parameters of the NPL
in the hologram plane to minimize the distortion as presented in Fig. 4.21.
The manual adjustment of the primary spherical term (Z10 = 9.83 · 10−7)
[Fig. 4.21(c)] allows to compensate totally for the distortion that is not yet
totally compensated by the RCH method in (b).
4.6.4 Discussion
We present in this chapter numerical methods to compensate for all aber-
rations. Classically, the aberrations are minimized by use of different con-
trolled optics placed successively in space. Our technique is similar but
has the advantage to use a unique NPL located in a single place, the holo-
gram plane. Furthermore, we demonstrated that this numerical lens can be
computed to achieve a numerical magnification and shift of the ROI. This
last feature gives the opportunity to compensate for the chromatic aber-
rations, the scaling coming from different reconstruction distances and the
specimen shift that can occur between two hologram acquisitions.
In addition, the technique has the advantage to minimize the number
of parameters that should be adjusted by the operator. Indeed, automatic
fitting procedures and calibration method (RCH) showed that phase aber-
rations and image distortion can be suppressed, in particular with the
compensation for aberration introduced by the use of a cylindrical lens or
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Amplitude
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.20: The first row represents the phase in the hologram plane after the multiplica-
tion with the NPL, the second and third one the amplitude and phase reconstructions in
image plane. (a) correction of tilt in hologram plane and aberration compensated in image
plane;(b) compensation with ΓHS and ΓIS with 7 order standard polynomial 2D fitting; (c)
compensation with ΓHRCH .
a lens ball as MO. This feature allows to think that low-cost setup could
be constructed with low-cost optics presenting aberrations.
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Figure 4.21: The first row represents the phase in the hologram plane after the multipli-
cation with the NPL, the second and third one the amplitude and phase reconstructions
in image plane. (a) tilt compensation in the hologram plane;(b) compensation with ΓHRCH ;
(c) RCH method, with manual adjustment of ΓH,CZ (primary spherical Z10 = 9.83 · 10−7)
and automatic adjustment of ΓI,CZ .
Chapter 5
Polarization imaging
5.1 Method
5.1.1 Polariscope Design
The configuration used for hologram recording is presented in Fig. 5.1.
The basic architecture is that of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer with two
orthogonally linearly polarized reference waves R1, R2 that interfere with
an object wave O in off-axis geometry as presented in Fig. 5.1(b). A He-Ne
laser (20 mW, λ = 633 nm) is used to generate the three interfering waves
R1, R2 and O.
The incident object plane wave Oin illuminates the specimen with a
known linear polarization state determined by the orientation of a polar-
izer [Pol. δo] in Fig. 5.1(a). The transmitted light produces a wavefront
called object wave O. The State Of Polarization (SOP) of the object wave
is different from the illuminating wave Oin and results from the specimen
birefringence properties integrated along the propagation direction. Then
the wave O reaches the CCD. To simplify the theoretical analysis of po-
larization, we define a single propagation vector kO perpendicular to the
CCD plane xOyO. The reference waves R1 and R2, respectively polarized
horizontally (along xR1) and vertically (along yR2) by polarizers [Pol. in
Fig. 5.1(a)], reach the CCD camera with a small incidence angle θ1 and
θ2. To avoid any interference between the reference waves, the vectors xR1
and yR2 should be orthogonal; therefore, the directions of propagation kR1
and kR2 should be respectively in the planes yOzO and xOzO. The intensity
(amplitude) of each wave is controlled by the orientation of the half-wave
plates (λ/2) in Fig. 5.1. To achieve precise phase measurements, a par-
ticular attention is paid to select optical elements minimizing wave fronts
distortions. The wave plates (λ/2 and λ/4), made in Crystal Quartz, have
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Figure 5.1: (a) Experimental setup. Oin, incident object wave; O, object wave; R1 and
R2, polarized reference waves; Pol. δo, polarizer oriented at δo; λ/2, half wave plate; λ/4,
quarter wave plate; M, mirror; BS, beam splitter. (b) detail showing the off-axis geometry
at the incidence on the CCD. The 0xy plane is parallel to the CCD camera.
a wavefront distortion of λ/10 and the polarizers (Glan Laser Polarizers
made in calcite with an extinction ratio of 200000:1) a wavefront distortion
less than λ/4.
Using the Jones formalism presented in Section 1.3.1, the different
waves are written:
O =
 |O1| exp [iϕO]|O2| exp [i(ϕO +∆ϕO)]
0
 exp[i(kOx−$t]
=
 O1O2
0
 exp[i(kOx+ ϕO −$t], (5.1)
R1 =
 R10
0
 exp[i(k1x−$t], R2 =
 0R2
0
 exp[i(k2x−$t], (5.2)
where x = (x, y, z) is the position vector, ϕO = ϕO(x, y) is the specimen
optical phase delay seen by a linear horizontal polarized wave and ∆ϕO is
the phase difference. The wave vectors are written:
kO =
2pi
λ
 00
1
 , k1 = 2pi
λ
 0sin(θ1)
cos(θ1)
 , k2 = 2pi
λ
 − sin(θ2)0
cos(θ2)
 , (5.3)
where λ is the wavelength (λ = 633nm).
At the output of the interferometer the interference between O, R1 and
R2 creates the hologram intensity distribution:
IH(x, y) = (R1 +R2 +O) · (R1 +R2 +O)∗
= |R1|2 + |R2|2 + |O|2 +R1O∗ +R2O∗ +R∗1O+R∗2O. (5.4)
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Figure 5.2: Hologram of three different oriented layers of transparencies. Two fringe pat-
terns can be observed one for each reference wave. Their orientation is determined by
off-axis geometry presented in Fig. 5.1(b).
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Figure 5.3: Two-dimensional Fourier spectrum of the hologram presented in Fig. 5.2. ZO
is the frequencies associated with the zero order of diffraction, and P indicates the contri-
butions produced by parasitic interferences. R∗1O and R1O
∗ are the frequencies associated
with the horizontal polarization component corresponding, respectively, to the virtual and
real images; R∗2O and R2O
∗ are the frequencies associated with the vertical polarization
component.
The first three terms of Eq. 5.4 form the zero-order of diffraction; the
fourth and fifth terms produce two real images corresponding respectively
to the horizontal and vertical Jones vector components. The last two terms
produce the virtual images.
A digital hologram is recorded according to the Eq. 2.1 by a black-
and-white CCD camera and transmitted to the computer. An example
of hologram recorded with this configuration is presented in Fig. 5.2. The
specimen is formed by different oriented layers of transparencies. Two fringe
patterns with fixed orientations (−35o and 40o with respect to the horizon-
tal) can be observed. The carrier frequency of these two fringe patterns is
fixed by θ1 and θ2.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.4: Selection of the virtual image (a) for the horizontal polarization component,
(b) for the vertical polarization component.
5.1.2 Spatial Filtering
By computing the Fourier Transform (FT) of the hologram, we obtain
its spectrum. Figure 5.3 presents the amplitude of this spectrum where
the frequencies of the zero order of diffraction, of the real and virtual im-
ages and of parasitic interferences can be seen. By applying two different
spatial filtering on this spectrum, the spatial frequencies components cor-
responding to each virtual image are selected separately as explained in
Section 2.2.2 and in Ref. [Cuc00d] (Fig. 5.4). Computing the inverse FT of
these filtered spectrums results in two filtered complex holograms, and the
standard reconstruction algorithms (SFTF or CF) can be applied (on each
filtered hologram) as explained in previous chapters. These two complex
holograms are written (j = 1, 2):
IHj(x, y) = R∗jO. (5.5)
5.1.3 Reconstruction of Polarization Parameters
The images of the SOP parameters ε and ∆ϕO defined in Section 1.3.1 are
reconstructed as follows.
The first step consists in reconstructing the amplitude and the phase
from the two filtered holograms (Eq. 5.5) in SFTF (Eq. 4.1) or in CF
(Eq. 4.2). For example, in SFTF, the two wavefront are written (j = 1, 2):
Ψj(m,n) =Γ
I
j(m,n) · A · exp
[
ipi
λd
(
m2∆ξ2 + n2∆η2
)] ·
FFT
{
ΓHj (k, l)IHj(k, l) exp
[
ipi
λd
(
k2∆x2 + l2∆y2
)]}
m,n
. (5.6)
where ΓHj and ΓIj are the adjusted NPL’s placed respectively in the holo-
gram plane and in the image plane, used to compensate for the tilts and
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Figure 5.5: Use of reference area in the object arm. Oin illuminating wave, Pol. γ polarizer
oriented at angle γ, used as reference area for the phase difference offset determination.
B is the reference area where phase difference is 0 and A the area where the measurement
of O is done.
the aberrations associated to the filtered hologram IHj. Classically, the re-
construction is similar to a successive illumination with the two reference
waves R1 and R2 (in our case two digital reference waves RD1 and RD2):
Ψj(m,n) = RDjIHj = RDjR∗jO. (5.7)
Using Eq. 5.2 in Eq. 5.7 and taking the amplitude and the phase contrasts
of Ψ1 and Ψ2 yields:
|Ψj| = |Rj||Oj|, (5.8)
arg(Ψj) = arg(Oj)− arg(Rj) + ϕO. (5.9)
The adjustment of the half-wave plates orientation in the reference arms
[λ/2 in Fig. 5.1(a)] achieves equal amplitudes for reference waves (|R1| =
|R2|). Thus, the phase difference [∆ϕO = arg(O2) − arg(O1)] and ε [ε =
arctan(|O2|/|O1|)] parameters can be expressed from Eqs. 5.8 and 5.9:
tan(ε) =
|Ψ2|
|Ψ1| =
|O2|
|O1| , (5.10)
∆ϕO = arg(Ψ2)− arg(Ψ1) + ∆ϕR, (5.11)
where ∆ϕR = arg(R2)− arg(R1) is cancelled by a calibrated phase dif-
ference offset applied to the phase difference image. Experimentally, this
term is time-dependent because of vibrations, air flux, but it can be sup-
pressed on the image by a phase difference offset equal to −∆ϕR. To adjust
this offset, a known polarization state area is used in the image. For ex-
ample a polarizer, that produces a phase difference of 0 degree, is placed
in the object wave as shown in Fig. 5.5. Therefore a measurement of the
mean phase difference in this area (B) gives directly ∆ϕR.
The second step to achieve the reconstruction of the SOP parameters
consists therefore in superposing the ROI and in computing pixel by pixel
the Eq. 5.10 and 5.11. This procedure is achieved automatically by apply-
ing the tilt correction in the hologram plane as presented in Section 4.3.
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Figure 5.6: Reconstruction of wave fronts and SOP images. (a) |O1|; (b) arg(O1); (c)
|O2|; (d) arg(O1); (e) ε and (f) ∆ϕO. The area defined by the white rectangle is used to
calibrate the phase difference offset to compensate for ∆ϕR.
Furthermore, if the superposition is not perfect, a manual shifting as pre-
sented in Section 4.3.2 can be done.
Figure 5.6 presents the reconstructions obtained from the hologram of
Fig. 5.2 after the compensation for the aberrations and the tilt in the holo-
gram plane in CF. (a,b) and (c,d) are respectively the amplitude and phase
components of O1 and O2. The SOP images presented in (e,f) show clearly
that the specimen has polarization properties. The phase difference image
(f) informs about birefringence properties (see. Section 1.3.2), whereas the
parameter ε (e) informs about dichroism properties (see Section 1.3.2). The
phase difference offset ∆ϕR is calibrated inside the area delimited by the
white rectangle.
5.2 Precision Limit
To evaluate the reconstruction algorithm, we simulate some series of holo-
grams resulting from the interference between the reference waves and the
object wave having a known SOP. Then, we compare the theoretical val-
ues with those calculated by the hologram reconstruction. The input object
wave Oin is chosen (wave in the object arm before transmission through
the specimen) as a linear polarization oriented at 45 degrees (Fig. 5.1 po-
larizer angle δ = 45o). By suppressing the component in z-direction that is
always equal to zero, the Jones vector of this wave is
JOin =
 11
0
 = ( 1
1
)
. (5.12)
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Figure 5.7: Comparison between (a) simulated hologram and (b) experimental hologram.
o1 arg(o1) arg(o2)
(a)
(b)
o2
B A
Figure 5.8: Amplitude and phase contrasts reconstructed for (a) simulated hologram and
(b) experimental hologram. In experimental images, the area B on the left is the polarizer
and A the half-wave plate.
Then, a half-wave plate is used as specimen and different holograms are
simulated (or recorded) for different orientations of it. A wave retarder
with an orientation δ is represented by the Jones matrix
T (δ) = R(−δ)
[
1 0
0 exp [−iΛ]
]
R(δ). (5.13)
where Λ = pi for half-wave retarder. R is the matrix of the coordinates
transformation
R(δ) =
[
cos(δ) sin(δ)
− sin(δ) cos(δ)
]
. (5.14)
Therefore, the Jones vector of O becomes
JO = T (δ)JOin. (5.15)
The results compare the theoretical SOP of JO, with the parameters ob-
tained by the reconstruction of the simulated holograms and finally with
the parameters obtained by the reconstruction of the experimental holo-
grams.
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Figure 5.9: Polarization parameters images for simulated hologram (a) and experimental
hologram (b). The calculus of SOP mean values and std’s are calculated with pixel values
inside the ROI delimited by the solid rectangles. In case of experimental phase difference
image, the mean value calculated in the dashed ROI permits to adjust the phase difference
offset.
5.2.1 Results and Discussion
For the simulation and experimentation, the same parameters are used.
The laser is a He-Ne with a wavelength of 632.8 nm. The angles between
each reference wave and the object wave are θ1 = θ2 = 0.72 degrees and
the pixel size of the CCD camera used (Hitashi KP-M2 CCIR) is 8.6 µm.
These parameters allow to simulate N xN holograms with Eqs. 5.4 and 2.1.
The reconstruction algorithm uses usually 512x512 pixels holograms, but
for comparison 256x256 pixels holograms are presented in Fig. 5.7.
In Fig. 5.8 the amplitude and the phase contrasts of the reconstructed
wave fronts are presented. For the experimental reconstruction, a polarizer
is introduced as a reference area (A in Fig. 5.8) as explained previously
(Fig. 5.5). The computation pixel per pixel of Eq. 5.10 and 5.11 gives the
SOP images of Fig. 5.9.
Simulating or recording holograms for different orientations of a half-
wave plate used as specimen (0o to 180o by 1o step) permits to compare
theoretical SOP and reconstructed SOP mean value calculated in ROI’s
(defined by solid rectangles in Fig. 5.9). To determine the phase differ-
ence with the experimental holograms, the phase difference offset ∆ϕR is
computed as explained before by using the mean value in the ROI of the
reference area (dashed rectangle in Fig. 5.9). The result is presented in
Fig. 5.10. An almost perfect superposition of the theoretical and simulated
curves is achieved, while the experimental curves are in good agreement. To
permit a better comparison, the Fig. 5.11 presents the difference between
theoretical and reconstructed SOP values. The precision of SOP parame-
ters for a single pixel is evaluated in Fig. 5.12 by computing the std of SOP
parameters in the same ROI’s.
The graphs about mean values (Fig. 5.11) show that there is an im-
portant difference between errors for the simulated and errors for the ex-
perimental setup (0.01 and 1 degree for ε for respectively simulated and
experimental setup, and 0.03 and 5 degrees for phase difference). How-
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Figure 5.10: Comparison between theory and (a) simulated reconstructed holograms and
(b) experimental reconstructed holograms
ever a similar behavior can be observed. The experimental results on ε
errors show four peaks [arrows in Fig. 5.11(a)], also observable on simu-
lation results [fit in Fig. 5.11(a))]. These four critical orientations of the
half-wave plate correspond to a linear horizontal (δ = 22.5o, 112.5o) and
vertical (δ = 67.5o, 157.5o) polarized object wave. For these orientations,
the amplitude corresponding to an orthogonal polarization should be zero.
Different contributions appearing in the image account for the observed
amplitude offset. The first very low contribution comes from algorithm
and will be called "numerical noise". It provides the explanation of the ob-
served offset on simulations. The experimental setup gives a higher offset
amplitude component. Indeed the experimental holograms are disturbed
by different noise sources. The first source is the "structural noise" coming
from a coherent interference between parasitic waves (reflection on optics,
diffraction on dust...). The second one comes from the CCD camera which
is affected by such as electronic noise, shot noise, dark noise and so on.
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Figure 5.11: Difference between theoretical values and SOP reconstructed values. (a) ε and
(b) phase difference. The arrows indicate the critical angles for which the object wave is
polarized vertically or horizontally. The arrows with the point indicate the critical angles
for which no light is passing through the reference polarizer. The lines on part (a) of the
figure fits errors on ε after adjustment of the background amplitude for |O1| and |O2| for
the experimental and simulated holograms cases.
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Finally misalignments and small errors on the optics orientations are er-
ror sources. A simple model allows to fit the simulated and experimental
values. Assuming an amplitude offset equal to a percentage α and β of
respectively maximum |O1| and |O2| amplitude, ε error is written:
εt − εc = εt − arctan
(|O2|+ αmax(|O2|)|
|O1|+ βmax(|O1|)|
)
, (5.16)
where εt and εc are respectively the theoretical and calculated ε, and
max(|Oj|), the maximum of amplitude for the object wave polarized hor-
izontally (j = 1) or vertically (j = 2). Fits in Fig. 5.11(a) are plotted
with α = β = 0.007% for the simulation and α = 5%, β = 5.5% for the
experimentation.
Rapid variations in experimental values can be explained by time in-
stabilities mostly due to vibrations, air turbulence, that produce intensity
variations for all interferences (interference between the object and refer-
ence waves and "structural noise"). For the simulation, truncated values
in the algorithm can explain the rapid variation phenomena. A solution
to avoid error due to the background is to calibrate the method by sup-
pressing the background numerically before calculating ε. On the contrary
it is difficult to suppress the errors because of the time instability. The
graph of the phase difference errors in Fig. 5.11(b) shows as expected a
huge error for the critical orientations [arrows in Fig. 5.11(b)]. Indeed,
for these orientations, the fringe pattern corresponding to the orthogo-
nally polarized reference wave disappears. Therefore the algorithm cannot
reconstruct the phase image and a random phase image is obtained. The
substraction between the two phase contrasts contains also a random phase
and an undefined phase difference is also reconstructed. Moreover, a similar
phenomenon [arrows with point in Fig. 5.11(b)] appears when the polar-
izer used as a reference area stops the input object wave. In this case, the
reference area is undefined and therefore the phase difference offset cannot
be calibrated.
The std on the images provides an evaluation of the quality of the
imaging method. Figure 5.12 shows that the limit of the algorithm is a std
of about 0.12 degree for ε and 0.3 degree for the phase difference (for an
orientation different that the critical angles defined in the last paragraph).
Experimentally, the limits are higher because of the same reasons explained
before. For ε measurement, Fig. 5.12(a) shows that experimentally the std
is minimal for the critical angles. It can be understood with a simple error
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Figure 5.12: Std of the polarization parameters for the measurement in object area. (a)ε
and (b) phase difference.
calculation:
∆ε =
∂ε
∂|O1|∆|O1|+
∂ε
∂|O2|∆|O2|
=
|O2|∆|O1|
|O1|2 + |O2|2 +
|O1|∆|O2|
|O1|2 + |O2|2 . (5.17)
Figure 5.13 shows a linear relation (j = 1, 2):
∆|Oj| = αj1 + αj2|Oj|. (5.18)
Using Eq. 5.15 with Λ = pi, a simple calculus gives:
|O1| = | sin(2δ) + cos(2δ)|, (5.19)
|O2| = | sin(2δ)− cos(2δ)|. (5.20)
Assuming |O1|2 + |O2|2 = 1 and introducing Eq. 5.18 and 5.20 in Eq. 5.17
gives:
∆ε =(α12 + α22)| cos(4δ)|+ α21| sin(2δ) + cos(2δ)|
+ α11| sin(2δ)− cos(2δ)|. (5.21)
The ε std is therefore minimal when cos(4δ) = 0 and therefore when
4δ = 90+n ·180 (n an integer). These orientations correspond to an object
wave polarization orthogonal to one of the reference waves. The maximum
std occurs when 4δ = n · 180. An experimental data fit, plotted in dashed
line in Fig. 5.12(a) with α12 + α22 = 2.79, α21 = 1.53 and α11 = 1.35, is
well adapted for the critical angles. But the model does not explain the
difference between the maxima that is understood by a different quality of
the reconstructed amplitude contrasts.
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Figure 5.13: Std for the amplitude contrasts versus mean amplitudes.
The phase difference std presents peaks for the critical angles for which
random phase contrast is reconstructed. Between the critical angles, imper-
fect optics, dust and all noises expressed before give contributions to the
phase difference std seen on the experimental reconstruction in Fig. 5.8. A
quality difference between the two reconstructed phase images explains, as
for ε std, the different minimal values between the different critical orien-
tations.
5.2.2 Discussion
The estimation of errors made on calculated holograms demonstrates that
the method is able to image and to determine the SOP of an unknown
object wave with about 0.01 degree for ε and 0.03 degree for the phase dif-
ference out of the critical angles (when the object wave is polarized linearly
horizontally or vertically). Moreover, it allows to measure the std limit in-
troduced by the algorithm on the SOP images: 0.12 degree for ε and 0.3
degree for the phase difference. Then, the experimental holograms show
that the method works well even if the errors are larger. We demonstrated
that with only one image acquisition the method calculates the SOP para-
meters with an error smaller than 1 degree for ε and smaller than 5 degrees
for the phase difference out of the critical angles. Setup optimization, better
optics and suppression of parasitic interferences by use of a low coherence
source for example, should increase the accuracy.
5.3 Experimental Results
To evaluate the measurement of the amplitudes |O1| and |O2|, an object
composed of two polarizers presented in Fig. 5.14 is used. The first polarizer
P1 has a variable orientation and the second polarizer P2 has a fixed
orientation (−45o). This object is illuminated by a circularly polarized wave
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Figure 5.14: (a) Setup in the object arm for the results presented in Figs. 5.15 and 5.16.
P1 is a linear polarizer with a variable orientation δ and P2 a linear polarizer oriented at
−45o. λ/4 a quarter wave retarder oriented at 45o. In part B of the beam, which crosses P2
(oriented at 45o), similar intensities are expected for both components of the polarization
state for any P1 orientation.
produced by a quarter wave plate λ/4 oriented at 45o with respect to the
linearly polarized wave from the laser source. The entire illumination wave
passes through P1 but only a part (part B in Figs. 5.14 and 5.15) passes
through P2. Reconstructed amplitude-contrast images obtained for three
different values of δ (0o, 45o and 90o) are shown in Fig. 5.15. Only the virtual
images are presented. Images in the left-hand column correspond to the
horizontal polarization state and images in the right-hand column to the
vertical polarization state. Figures 5.15(a-b) present the results obtained
for δ = 0o, (c-d) for δ = 45o and (e-f) for δ = 90o. In part B of the
images, the amplitudes are identical for both orthogonal states for any
value because P2 is oriented at −45o. In part A, the amplitude of the
parallel component is maximal for δ = 0o and minimal for δ = 90o. For the
perpendicular component we observe the opposite behavior. As expected
similar amplitudes can be observed for both polarization states when P1
is oriented at δ = 45o. In this case, the intensities in part B are near zero
because the relative orientation of P1 and P2 is 90o.
The results of Fig. 5.15 demonstrate qualitatively that the method be-
haves as expected for a well-known particular situation. If we now consider
intermediate δ values, the measured amplitude in part A is theoretically
given by the product between the Jones matrix of a linear polarizer and
the Jones vector of a right circularly polarized wave:
JO =
1√
2
[
cos2(δ) sin(δ) cos(δ)
sin(δ) cos(δ) sin2(δ)
](
1
i
)
=
1√
2
(
cos(δ)
sin(δ)
)
exp [iδ] . (5.22)
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Figure 5.15: (a), (c) and (e) are the reconstructed virtual images corresponding to the
horizontal polarization component and (b), (d) and (f) to the vertical polarization com-
ponent. 3 orientations δ of P1 are presented: (a)-(b) δ = 0o, (c)-(d) δ = 45o and (e)-(f)
δ = 90o.
As |O1| and |O2| represent amplitudes that are positive by definition,
Eq. 5.22 can be written as follows:
JO =
1√
2
( | cos(δ)|
| sin(δ)| exp [iγ]
)
exp [iδ]
=
1√
2
( |O1|
|O2| exp [iγ]
)
exp [iδ] . (5.23)
where γ is 0o if δ is in the interval [0; pi/2] ∪ [pi; 3pi/2] and pi elsewhere. It
must also be noted that Eq. 5.23 gives normalized amplitudes. Figure 5.16
presents the comparison between theoretical (Eq. 5.23) and experimental
values for different orientations δ of the polarizer. The correlation between
experimental and theoretical data is better for |O2| than for |O1|, because
R1 undergoes one reflection fewer thanR2 before reaching the CCD camera
(see Figure 5.1).
To evaluate now the measurement of the phase difference ∆ϕO, we take
a quarter-wave plate oriented at an angle δ (δ = 0o to 180o), illuminated
by a linearly polarized wave oriented at 45o, as the object (Fig. 5.17). To
estimate the value of ∆ϕR (Eq. 5.11), we create a reference area in the
image by placing a linear polarizer oriented at 45o in a part of the beam
after the quarter-wave plate. In this area (part B in Figs. 5.17 and 5.18), the
theoretical phase difference between the components of the object wave is
zero. The reconstructed phase difference distribution presented in Fig. 5.18
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Figure 5.16: Theoretical (solid line) and experimental (dots) values for |O1| and |O2| as
a function of the orientation δ of polarizer P1.
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Figure 5.17: Setup in the object arm for the results presented in Figs. 5.18 and 5.19.
λ/4 is a quarter wave plate oriented at an angle δ; P1 and P2 are polarizers oriented at
45o. Part B, which crosses P2 serves as reference area for measuring the phase difference
between the two reference waves.
permits us therefore to determine the phase difference ∆ϕR between the
two reference waves by measuring the phase difference in part B. In the
other part of the object wave (part A in Figs. 5.17 and 5.18), the measured
phase difference is given by Eq. 5.11 and ∆ϕO can be obtained when the
measured value of ∆ϕR is added. Theoretically the Jones vector for the
light emerging from a quarter-wave plate oriented at δo and illuminated by
a linearly polarized wave at 45o is written
JO =
1√
2
[
a cos2(δ) + b sin2(δ)
√
2i sin(δ) cos(δ)√
2i sin(δ) cos(δ) b cos2(δ) + a sin2(δ)
](
1
1
)
, (5.24)
where a = exp [ipi/4] and b = exp [−ipi/4].
The function describing ∆ϕO, derived from Eq. 5.24 in relation to δ, is
reported in the plot of Fig. 5.19, which also presents experimental data for
comparison.
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A B
Figure 5.18: Image of phase difference induced by a quarter wave plate. A is an area
in the object surface (quarter wave plate) and B, is an area in the reference part used
to estimate ∆ϕR. The effective value of ∆ϕO is calculated by subtracting ∆ϕR from the
phase difference measured in A.
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Figure 5.19: Theoretical (solid line) and experimental (triangles) values of the phase differ-
ence between the horizontal and vertical components of the SOP induced by a quarter-wave
plate oriented at an angle δ and illuminated by a linearly polarized wave at 45o.
To illustrate its polarization imaging capabilities, the method is applied
to study a polymethylmethacrylate specimen (PMMA) for which a bire-
fringence can be induced by applying a constraint. Figure 5.20 presents
the setup used to create the stressed PMMA specimen. The illuminating
beam (circle) is polarized linearly at 45o and a part of it (part A) passes
through the specimen while another (part B), serving as reference area,
passes outside the specimen. Examples of results obtained with this spec-
imen are presented in Fig. 5.21. Part A, delimited by white lines, is the
PMMA specimen and part B is the reference area. The arrows indicate
the compression point. Figures 5.21(a) and (b) represent the spatial dis-
tribution of |O1| and |O2| respectively. ε is presented in Figure 5.21(c).
Figures 5.21(d) and (e) present the reconstructed phase distributions cor-
responding respectively to the horizontal and vertical components of the
SOP. As the phase distribution is defined as modulo 2pi, phase jumps (be-
tween −pi and pi) appear in the images. The birefringence properties of
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5 mmA B
Figure 5.20: Compressed PMMA specimen. The circle is the illuminated area. Part A is
the illuminated area of the plastic sheet and part B serves as reference area.
the specimen are expressed by a different phase delay for the two compo-
nents of the object wave and are imaged by the spatial distribution of ∆ϕO
presented in Fig. 5.21(f).
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Figure 5.21: Images obtained for a stressed PMMA specimen. (a) |O1|; (b) |O2|; (c) ε; (d)
arg(O1); (e) arg(O2); (f) ∆ϕO. The arrow indicates the compression point and the white
lines delimit the PMMA specimen.
5.4 Discussion
The obtained results show that digital holographic imaging with two ref-
erence waves of perpendicular polarization states can be used to obtain
the distributions of the Jones vector at the surface of the specimen with
a single image acquisition. The method proposed here combines the stan-
dard experimental difficulties of polarization measurements with those of
interferometry and is therefore sensitive to external perturbations such as
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mechanical vibrations, thermal drifts and air movements. The precision of
the measurements depends on the quality of the interfering wave fronts
and on the precision of their polarization states adjustment. For this rea-
son, high quality optical components introducing low wavefront distortion
and with well-defined birefringent behavior are recommended. An impor-
tant source of noise comes from parasitic reflections occurring at optical
interfaces in the setup. Even image processing methods, as spatial filtering
(see Section 2.2.2) and anti-reflection coatings, can reduce these effects;
it remains difficult to suppress them completely because of the inherently
high sensitivity of interferometric methods to low light intensities. Because
of the high coherence of the light source, this parasitic light interferes with
the reference and object waves, and its main effect is that the measured
values of |O1| and |O2| are never equal to zero, as can be seen in Fig. 5.16.
Another crucial point is that the two polarizers in the reference arms
must be very carefully adjusted so that the linear polarization states of
R1 and R2 form a perpendicular base. In particular, this adjustment must
take into account the fact that the reflection by a beam splitter slightly
modifies the polarization state. In Fig. 5.16, we can see that the correlation
between experimental and theoretical data is better for |O1| than for |O2| .
This is because R1 undergoes one reflection fewer than R2 before reaching
the CCD camera.
The adjustment of the three half-wave plates, in particular the one in
the object arm (Fig. 5.1), is also very important and must be ideally per-
formed so that, without object, equal amplitudes and phases are obtained
for the two polarization components. For the results presented here, the
polarizers and the half-wave plates are adjusted to optimize phase differ-
ence measurements for which an excellent agreement between theory and
experiment is obtained (see Fig. 5.19). However, this adjustment is not
optimal for amplitude measurements and, as can be seen in Fig. 5.16, the
maximum of |O1| and the minimum of |O2| are shifted by approximately
4o.
It is important to point out also that the precision of the phase differ-
ence determination depends on the polarization state of the object wave.
In an extreme case, if the object wave is horizontally polarized, no interfer-
ence occurs with R2 and the phase difference is undetermined. Therefore,
to obtain maximum precision, the illuminating beam polarization must be
adapted, depending on the specimen. The main drawback of the method
is that the presence of a reference area is required for measuring ∆ϕR (the
phase difference between the two reference waves). It cannot be calibrated
in the beginning of an experiment because mechanical vibrations, air tur-
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bulence and thermal effects modify this value during the measurement
duration. However, the reference area can be avoided for imaging purposes
if only relative information is needed.
Results obtained with a stressed PMMA specimen (Fig. 5.21) demon-
strate the capacity of the method to provide images of SOP at the sur-
face of a specimen. As expected the stress field induces black curves in
Figs. 5.21(a) and (b). These figures could be obtained with a standard
polariscope [Ram00], with a first polarizer oriented at 45o (as illuminating
beam) and with a second polarizer oriented at 0o and 90o as analyzer. The
interesting point in Fig. 5.21 is that we can observe that the images cor-
responding to the two orthogonal components are clearly different because
of the birefringent property of the specimen. Figures 5.21(c) and (f), which
compare the amplitude-contrast and phase-contrast values, show the dif-
ference between the two orthogonal components and reveal therefore the
birefringence induced by the constraint. Standard polariscopes could ob-
tain these images, but only with several image acquisitions, versus only
one for the method presented here.
Another characteristic of the method that remains to be discussed is
the transverse resolution. As presented here, the transverse resolution ap-
proaches 40 µm. However, microscopic observations with the same trans-
verse resolution as classical optical microscopy can be achieved with an
implementation that includes a MO, as presented in next chapter.
Chapter 6
Application of DHM
Polariscope
6.1 Introduction
Different techniques allow to image SOP but most of them need polarizing-
analyzing optics (polarizors, rotators and retarders) that must be adjusted
at various settings, requiring a long setting time compared to the acqui-
sition performances of a CCD. The temporal resolution can be improved
by use of a liquid-crystal universal compensator in place of analyzing op-
tics [Old95], but the technique still needs several images to reconstruct
SOP. Finally other methods very similar to holographic ones allow to im-
age SOP with a single acquisition [Oka03,Oht94], but their main drawback
is a relatively low spatial resolution compared to polarizing-analyzing tech-
niques that can use a MO to improve the spatial resolution.
In this chapter, by the introduction of a MO in the setup, the polar-
ization digital holography (DH-Polariscope) method evolves to polariza-
tion digital holographic microscopy (DHM-Polariscope). To illustrate the
method a thin concrete specimen and a bent optical fiber are used to study
the induced birefringence. To evaluate the precision of the method, the
birefringence due to fiber internal stresses is measured by DHM-Polariscope
and compared with the birefringence profile captured with a high-resolution
standard method.
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Figure 6.1: (a) Experimental setup. Oin illuminating wave, O object wave; R1 and R2,
polarized reference waves; Pol. αo, polarizer oriented at αo; λ/2, half wave plate; M,
mirror; BS, beam splitter; L, lens with focal length fL; MO, the microscope objective and
CCD, the couple-charge device. (b) detail showing the off-axis geometry at the incidence
on the CCD. The xOyO plane is parallel to the CCD camera. R1 in the yOzO plane and
R2 in the xOzO plane are coming from different directions. (c) detail showing the ray
tracing in the object arm. The collimated beam focalized with the lens L illuminates a
small portion of the specimen placed between the lens L and its focal plane. The MO
magnifies the specimen and produces produce a divergent beam that covers the entire chip
area of the CCD.
6.2 Method
6.2.1 Setup
The DHM-Polariscope geometry presented in Fig. 6.1 is designed for trans-
mission imaging with transparent specimens. The basic architecture is that
of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer with two orthogonally linearly polarized
reference waves that interfere with an object wave in off-axis geometry as
presented in Fig. 6.1 (b).
The incident object plane wave Oin is focalized by a lens L (focal fL =
30mm, NA ' 0.07) to illuminate a small portion of the specimen with a
known linear SOP determined by the orientation of a polarizer [Pol. δo in
Fig. 6.1(a), δ = 45o for the applications presented here]. The position of the
specimen is adjusted to produce a magnified image of the specimen with
the MO at a distance d behind the CCD (d ' 5 cm). The transmitted
light collected by the MO produces a wavefront called object wave O.
The SOP of the object wave is different from the illuminating wave Oin
and results from the specimen birefringence properties integrated along the
propagation direction. Then the wave O diverges from the MO to cover
the entire chip of the CCD placed at 15 cm from the MO. To simplify the
theoretical analysis of polarization, we define a single propagation vector
kO perpendicular to the CCD plane xOyO.
The reference waves R1 and R2, respectively polarized horizontally
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(along xR1) and vertically (along yR2) by polarizers [Pol. in Fig. 6.1(a)],
reach the CCD camera with a small incidence angle θ1 and θ2 respectively
(θ1 = 2.5o, θ2 = 3o). To avoid any interference between the reference waves,
the vectors xR1 and yR2 should be orthogonal; therefore, the directions of
propagation kR1 and kR2 should be respectively in the planes yOzO and
xOzO.
6.2.2 Hologram
Figure 6.2 presents a digital hologram recorded with the experimental setup
presented in Fig. 6.1, with a 10 times magnification MO. The specimen is a
non-stripped bent optical fiber doped with 9 mol.% Germanium (made by
Cabloptic SA, Switzerland) immersed in a refractive index liquid of 1.4571
at 632 nm and room temperature (25oC) matching the cladding refractive
index (1.45704 at 632 nm) of the fiber.
We can see in Fig. 6.2 that the hologram appears as the superposition of
two interference fringes patterns, one interference pattern for each reference
wave. These fringes are curved because of the phase curvature produced
by the MO and are not concentric with respect to the center of the image
as a consequence of the off-axis geometry.
Figure 6.2: Hologram of the non-stripped bent fiber. The magnifying glass permits to vi-
sualize the two different curved fringes patterns corresponding to the interference of the
object wave with the two orthogonally polarized reference waves.
6.3 Concrete Specimen Measurement
To illustrate the DHM-Polariscope, a 25 µm thin concrete specimen is
studied. The concrete contains different kind of crystals (calcite, silica,...)
coming from the stones that compose it. These strongly birefringent crys-
tals form aggregates that could have different orientations. The Figure 6.3
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shows the amplitude (a,b) and phase images (d,e) of a the thin concrete
specimen for the horizontal (a,d) and vertical (b,e) SOP components. Be-
cause of the crystals, a high contrast appears in ε (c) and phase difference
(f) images. The SOP images allow to distinguish different aggregates that
are mostly invisible in amplitude images and only partially visible in phase
images. Finally, the Fig. 6.3 shows that SOP images are more uniform in
the aggregate areas. Indeed, the contributions of none birefringent elements
in the absorption or in the optical path length integrated along the spec-
imen are equal for the two polarizations and therefore disappear in ε and
the phase difference images.
10 µm
(a) (b)
(d) (e)
(c)
(f)
Figure 6.3: Reconstructed images of a 25 µm thin concrete specimen. ε (c) and the phase
difference (f) are computed from the amplitude images (a-b) and the phase images (d-e)
images of horizontal (a-d) and vertical (b-e) components.
6.4 Measurement of Stress in Optical Fiber
6.4.1 Bent Optical Fiber
The goal of this section is to show that the DHM-Polariscope method per-
mits to image SOP of a microscopic object. A bent fiber is used because it is
known that the stress induced by the bending creates birefringence [ED99].
The idea in this section is not to demonstrate the quantitative possibility
of the method (discussed in next Section 6.4.2), but to present the imag-
ing capability. Indeed to analyze quantitatively birefringence, it is better
to strip off the coating of the fiber to study only the cladding. Here SOP
parameters imaging of the entire fiber will be performed.
Figure 6.4 compares the amplitude and phase images for a unbent fiber
(a-d) and a bent fiber (e-h). The fiber core is visible in the amplitude
images in the center of the cladding region [(i) in Fig. 6.4]. On the right, the
coating region (j) and the refractive index liquid region (k) are shown. The
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illuminating wave is transmitted through the entire fiber and therefore the
images presented in Figs. 6.4 and 6.5 are the integration of light properties
over the depth of the fiber.
0
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Figure 6.4: Amplitude and phase reconstructions for a unbent fiber (a-d) and for a bent
fiber (e-h). (i) is the cladding region with focusing core in the middle, (j) is the coating
region and (k) is the refractive index liquid region. (a,e) |O1|, (b,f) |O2|, (c,g) arg(O1),
(d,h) arg(O2). Circles indicate positions of inhomogeneity in ε due to some dust particles.
The center of curvature is on the right of bent fiber reconstructed images.
The borders between coating and cladding appear as dark lines on am-
plitude images and have an undefined phase. This phenomenon is explained
by the high refractive index differences between each side of the borders,
therefore the light passing near the borders undergoes a great deviation
and is not collected by the MO so that no light coming from these areas
reaches the CCD sensor.
There is an important difference of optical path length because of the
high mismatch between the refractive indices of liquid and coating and
between coating and cladding; therefore phase jumps appear in the phase
images. On the other hand, a particle of dust floating in the liquid gives
some contributions in amplitude [inside circles in Fig. 6.4(e-f)].
Figure 6.5 presents the SOP parameters of the unbent (a-b) and bent
fiber (c-d). It can be seen that the effect of the dust particle disappears on
the ε image [Fig. 6.5(c)]. The reason of this phenomenon is that this dust
particle does not affect the polarization of the illuminating wave.
Figure 6.6 presents SOP values measured along the transverse section.
A rectangular ROI with the major axis perpendicular to the fiber is selected
on the SOP images (dashed rectangle in Fig. 6.5). The mean value along
the small axis direction is taken for each point of the major axis. The ε
parameter and the phase difference mean profile are plotted for the SOP
images of the unbent and bent fibers.
The graph of Fig. 6.6(a) shows an uniform ε for the unbent fiber except
in the borders areas where ε is not well defined. For the bent fiber, ε
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Figure 6.5: SOP images reconstructed from images of Fig. 6.4: (a,c) ε and (b,d) the phase
difference ∆ϕO for an unbent fiber (a,b) and a bent fiber (c,d). Mean profiles of Fig. 6.6
are defined along the major axis of dashed dark rectangles
Figure 6.6: Graphs of mean profiles defined by rectangle of Fig. 6.5. (a) is ε and (b) the
phase difference.
increases symmetrically from the center of the cladding region. The graph
of Fig. 6.6(b) shows first that without bending, the phase difference is not
constant. Indeed, the phase difference profile in the cladding region changes
because of the fiber internal stress due to the fabrication process and the
right coating region has a phase difference of about 40o, due to the residual
stress resulting from the winding of the fiber.
In the case of the bent fiber, the phase difference in the cladding region
follows the theory [ED99]. Indeed, the refractive index changes only in the
direction perpendicular to the fiber axis (horizontal refractive index) and is
constant in the direction parallel to the fiber axis (vertical refractive index).
Furthermore, the horizontal refractive index increases for compressed areas
and decreased for expanded area. Thus, because the phase difference is pro-
portional to the opposite of the horizontal refractive index (see Eq. 1.17),
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it decreases in a compressed area and increases in an expanded area.
The bending of the fiber induces birefringence in the coating too. The
comparison between the two curves indicates that the phase difference for
the coating increases in the expanded area and decreased in the compressed
area when the fiber is bent as we can expect for the same reason explained
before.
This example shows that the introduction of a MO permits a 2D map-
ping of SOP parameters for microscopic objects. In the case of an optical
fiber, the comparison between SOP images of an unbent fiber and a bent
fiber reveals clearly a SOP modification due to the bending. The SOP im-
ages contrast is also due uniquely to the optical properties induced by the
stresses. Therefore a map of the stresses in the optical fiber is obtained
without suppressing the coating. It can be interesting for a quality control
application for instance.
6.4.2 Internal Stress in Optical Fiber
To evaluate the resolution of the phase difference imaging obtained with
DHM-Polariscope, the same fiber with suppressed coating and without
bending is used as specimen. The goal is to image the birefringence due to
the internal stress created during the fiber fabrication process [Chu82]. The
fiber is immersed in the same refractive index liquid as before. Figure 6.7
presents reconstructed images achieved with a 20 times magnification MO
and a numerical aperture NA = 0.5: (a) arg(O1), (b) arg(O1) and (c) the
phase difference. Because the refractive index liquid is very close to the
cladding refractive index, there are no phase jumps and the core is visible
in the center of the fiber. The phase difference image shows clearly the
birefringence due to internal stress. However, to evaluate the precision, a
comparison with a reference method is necessary.
-180 180
oo
(a) (b) (c)
125 mm
-40 30
oo
Figure 6.7: (a) arg(O1), (b) arg(O2) and (c) phase difference. The rectangle delineates the
area where std phase difference is measured.
The setup used to obtain the reference birefringence profile is similar
to the one presented in Ref. [Par02] and is a further development of a
method already demonstrated in 1982 [Chu82]. Light from a He-Ne laser is
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scattered by a rotating diffuser, collected by a lens, and linearly polarized at
an angle ρ. The polarized light passes successively through a quarter-wave
plate and the optical fiber. The fiber axis is adjusted to an angle of 45o with
respect to the optical axes of the quarter-wave plate. Thus, the light is again
linearly polarized after having passed the fiber. The axis of polarization of
the beam leaving the fiber is shifted by a certain angle ∆ρ with respect
to the axis of the beam impinging on the quarter-wave plate. The angle
shift ∆ρ is proportional to the birefringence introduced by the fiber. The
shift in polarization angle is converted to an intensity modulation by an
analyzer following the optical fiber. The resulting intensity distribution of
the light behind the analyzer is
I(x, z) = Imax sin
2 [ρ+∆ρ(x, z)] . (6.1)
The intensity profile (Eq. 6.1) is captured by a CCD camera for different
angles ρ of the light impinging on the quarter-wave plate. This allows
the determination of the intensity minima with high accuracy, using a
least-square fitting algorithm. At minimum intensity, ρ = −∆ρ(x, z) in
Eq. 6.1. Thus the spatial profile of the fiber induced birefringence can be
determined. The fiber is imaged on the CCD camera using a 20 times MO
with a numerical aperture of 0.5, limiting the spatial resolution to about
0.8 µm. Std in ∆ρ is better than 0.1 degree.
As to compare the DHM-Polariscope with the reference method, a phase
difference mean profile is taken from the Fig. 6.7(c) by computing the av-
erage phase difference on each column. Figure 6.8 presents the comparison
between the phase difference measured with the reference method (solid
line) and with the DHM-Polariscope method (triangle).
In the reference method the intensity is measured over 36 different an-
gles to determine the angle of minimum intensity. This leads to a phase
difference resolution of 0.1 degree. In contrary, to obtain a phase difference
profile by DHM-Polariscope, only one single acquisition is performed. In
this case a one-dimensional phase difference resolution smaller than 2 de-
grees is obtained, which is comparable to standard methods [ED99]. The
two-dimensional phase difference resolution is evaluated by considering std
measured out of the fiber area (rectangle in Fig. 6.7) that gives a 2D phase
difference resolution about 6 degrees.
The lateral resolution of DHM is approximately equal to the diffraction
limit of the MO as shown in Ref. [Cuc99b]. Therefore, the spatial resolution
should be 0.61λ/NA ' 0.8µm. However, because the MO was not used in
its best performance in terms of spatial resolution for technical reasons,
the effective spatial resolution is evaluated to about 2 µm by considering
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Figure 6.8: Comparison between the phase difference measurements performed with the
reference method (solid line) and performed with the DHM-Polariscope.
that the edges and middle of fiber core (6.7 µm) are well distinguishable.
Figure 6.9 presents the |O1| reconstruction of a standard USAF target holo-
gram recorded with the same setup. The smaller elements corresponding
to 228 lines per millimeter are distinguishable, and therefore it confirms a
spatial resolution better than 2 µm.
Figure 6.9: |O1| image reconstruction of standard USAF target hologram recorded with a
X20 MO. The smallest elements correspond to 228 lp/mm.
6.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, the existing techniques of polarization digital holography,
presented in Chapter 5, and DHM, presented in the previous chapters,
were joined together to achieve a new type of polarized light microscope,
the DHM-Polariscope. We have shown that this method permits, by the
acquisition of a single hologram in off-axis geometry, to image the SOP
parameters of the object wave transmitted through a microscopic sample
with a spatial resolution about 2 µm. Concrete specimen, non-stripped
bent and unbent fibers were used as microscopic specimens to illustrate the
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principle of the method and its imaging capability. Finally, birefringence
induced by internal stress in a stripped optical fiber was measured and
compared with the results obtained with a reference method. The results
of the two methods match quite well and the DHM-Polariscope has a phase
difference resolution better than 6 degrees that is comparable to standard
methods. The next step of the DHM-Polariscope is to image SOP of other
birefringent objects, in transmission and reflection configuration, biological
specimens in particular.
Chapter 7
Conclusion
This thesis presents a digital holographic method allowing, from a single
hologram acquisition, the reconstruction of the entire wavefront reflected
by or transmitted through a specimen: the amplitude, the phase, and as a
new feature, the polarization state.
First, we demonstrated that a numerical parametric lens applied in
the reconstruction plane defined using a polynomial function enables to
compensate digitally for the wavefront deformations in digital holographic
microscopy, even in the presence of strong, high order aberrations. The
proposed method uses the hologram itself to evaluate automatically and
accurately the values of parameters involved by the numerical parametric
lens; thanks to polynomial fitting procedures applied on phase data ex-
tracted along profiles or inside 2D areas defined in region of the field of
view, where specimen contribution are known to be constant. We demon-
strated also that parametric values associated to high order terms of the
numerical parametric lens can be calibrated using a flat reference speci-
men. Finally, we demonstrate that the proposed method can be applied
to compensate for the specimen shape, that allows to image and to eval-
uate the surface quality of specimen with curved surface. The procedure
is applied to characterize a micro-lenses array and the vertex of a metallic
sphere. These applications show that DHM and the shape compensation
procedure permit to obtain a flattened representation of curved specimens
that provide a straightforward access to the surface state of the specimen,
independently from the specimen shape. Furthermore, the fitting proce-
dure in terms of Zernike polynomials coefficients performs quantitative
measurements about aberrations of micro-optics.
Secondly, the concept of numerical parametric lens was generalized to
be applied in the hologram plane. We demonstrated that this numerical
parametric lens allows a numerical shifting, a magnification and especially
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a complete aberrations compensation. We introduced also the concept of
conjugated reference hologram as a simple calibration method for defin-
ing the numerical parametric lens without fitting procedure but needing
a reference hologram. The results illustrate an interesting feature of digi-
tal holographic techniques, which offer unique possibilities for the digital
processing of wave fronts. In particular, the possibility to perform accurate
phase measurements using optical systems comprising strong aberrations
offers attractive possibilities for the development of cost-effective solutions
dedicated to metrology applications requiring interferometric resolutions.
Finally, we demonstrated that a new application of digital holography
called DHM-polariscope permits, by the acquisition of a single hologram in
off-axis geometry, to image the state of polarization parameters of the ob-
ject wave transmitted through or reflected by a microscopic specimen with
a lateral resolution better than 2 µm. Indeed, experiments and simula-
tions evaluate the resolution of the method that is comparable to standard
methods, but with the advantage of a single acquisition. Examples of mea-
surement of birefringence induced in concrete sample, non-stripped bent
and unbent fibers or induced by internal stress in a stripped optical fiber
were achieved. A comparison with a reference method allowed to estimate
the phase difference resolution better than 6 degrees.
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Appendix A
Zernike coefficients
The Zernike polynomials are a set of functions that are orthogonal over
the unit circle. They are useful for describing the shape of an aberrated
wavefront. Several different normalization and numbering schemes for these
polynomials are in common use. Below we present the common ordering
and the ordering we use, similar to the one used in Zemax program.
The Zernike polynomials are usually defined in polar coordinates (ρ,θ),
where ρ is the radial coordinate ranging from 0 to 1 and θ is the azimuthal
component ranging from 0 to 2pi. Each of the Zernike polynomials consists
in three components: a normalization factor, a radial-dependent compo-
nent and an azimuthal-dependent component. The radial component is a
polynomial, whereas the azimuthal component is sinusoidal. A double in-
dexing scheme is useful for unambiguously describing these functions, with
the index n describing the highest power (order) of the radial polynomial
and the index m describing the azimuthal frequency of the sinusoidal com-
ponent. By this scheme the Zernike polynomials are defined as
Zmn (ρ, θ) =
{
Nmn R
|m|
n (ρ) cos (mθ) for m ≥ 0
−Nmn R|m|n (ρ) sin (mθ) for m < 0
(A.1)
where Nmn is the normalization factor described in more detail below and
R
|m|
n (ρ) is given by
R|m|n (ρ) =
(n−|m|)/2∑
s=0
(−1)s(n− s)!
s! [0.5(n+ |m| − s)]! [0.5(n− |m| − s)]!ρ
n−2s. (A.2)
This definition uniquely describes the Zernike polynomials except for the
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n/m -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5
0 j = 0
1 1 2
2 3 4 5
3 6 7 8 9
4 10 11 12 13 14
5 15 16 17 18 19 20
Table A.1: Zernike pyramid
normalization constant. The normalization is given by
Nmn =
√
2(n+ 1)
1 + δm0
, (A.3)
where δm0 is the Kronecker delta function (i.e. δm0 = 1 for m = 0, and
δm0 = 0 for m 6= 0). Note that the value of n is a positive integer or zero.
For a given n, m can only take on values -n, -n + 2, -n +4, ...n.
Sometimes, a single indexing scheme is used for describing Zernike ex-
pansion coefficients. Since the polynomials actually depend on two parame-
ters, n and m, ordering of a single indexing scheme is arbitrary. To obtain
the single index, j, it is convenient to lay out the polynomials in a pyramid
with row number n and column number m as shown in Table A.1. The
single index j, starts at the top of the pyramid and steps down from left
to right. To convert between j and the values of n and m, the following
relationships can be used (d is the ceil function):
j =
n(n+ 2) +m
2
, (A.4)
n = d
(−3 +√9 + 8j
2
)
, (A.5)
m = 2j − n(n+ 2). (A.6)
As presented above, the Zernike polynomials are described in polar co-
ordinates, but a cartesian form can be calculated as presented in Table A.2.
The classification ]1 is on the pyramid form. In this thesis we prefer an-
other classification equivalent to the Zemax program one [Zem01] allowing
regroupment of similar descriptions (]2). The resulting polynomials are
presented in Table A.3.
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]1 ]2 Cartesian form Description
Z0 Z0 1 Piston
Z1 Z2
√
4y Tilt y
Z2 Z1
√
4x Tilt x
Z3 Z4
√
6(2xy) Astigmatism y
Z4 Z3
√
3(2x2 + 2y2 − 1) Power
Z5 Z5
√
6(x2 − y2) Astigmatism x
Z6 Z8
√
8(3x2y − y3) Trefoil y
Z7 Z6
√
8(3x2y + 3y3 − 2y) Coma y
Z8 Z7
√
8(3x3 + 3xy2 − 2x) Coma x
Z9 Z9
√
8(x3 − 3xy2) Trefoil x
Z10 Z14
√
10(4x3y − 4xy3) Tetrafoil y
Z11 Z12
√
10(8x3y + 8xy3 − 6xy) 2ary Astig y
Z12 Z10
√
5(6x4 + 12x2y2 + 6y4 − 6x2 − 6y2 + 1) 1ary Spherical
Z13 Z11
√
10(4x4 − 3x2 + 3y2 − 4y4) 2ary Astig x
Z14 Z13
√
10(x4 − 6x2y2 + y4) Tetrafoil x
Z15 Z20
√
12(5x4y − 10x2y3 + y5) Pentafoil y
Z16 Z18
√
12(15x4y + 10x2y3 − 5y5 − 12x2y + 4y3) 2ary Trefoil y
Z17 Z16
√
12(10x4y + 20x2y3 + 10y5 − 12x2y
−12y3 + 3y) 2ary Coma y
Z18 Z15
√
12(10x5 + 20x3y2 + 10xy4 − 12x3
+− 12xy23x) 2ary Coma x
Z19 Z17
√
12(5x5 − 10x3y2 − 15xy4 − 4x3 + 12xy2) 2ary Trefoil x
Z20 Z19
√
12(x5 − 10x3y2 + 5xy4) Pentafoil x
Z21 Z26
√
14(6x5y − 20x3y3 + 6xy5)
Z22 Z24
√
14(24x5y − 20x3y − 24xy5 + 20xy3) 2ary Tetrafoil y
Z23 Z22
√
14(30x5y + 60x3y3 + 30xy5 − 40x3y
−40xy3 + 12xy) 3ary Astig y
Z24 Z21
√
7(20x6 + 60x4y2 + 60x2y4 + 20y6 − 30x4
−60x2y2 − 30y4 + 12x2 + 12y2 − 1) 2ary Spherical
Z25 Z23
√
14(15x6 + 15x4y2 − 20x4 + 6x2 − 15x2y4
−15y6 + 20y4 − 6y2) 3ary Astig x
Z26 Z25
√
14(6x6 − 5x4 − 30x4y2 − 30x2y4
+30x2y2 + 6y6 − 5y4) 2ary Tetrafoil x
Z27 Z27
√
14(x6 − 15x4y2 + 15x2y4 − y6)
Table A.2: Cartesian form and description of Zernike coefficients in standard (]1) and
Zemax classifications (]2)
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]2 Cartesian form Description
Z0 1 Piston
Z1
√
4x Tilt x
Z2
√
4y Tilt y
Z3
√
3(2x2 + 2y2 − 1) Power
Z4
√
6(2xy) Astigmatism y
Z5
√
6(x2 − y2) Astigmatism x
Z6
√
8(3x2y + 3y3 − 2y) Coma y
Z7
√
8(3x3 + 3xy2 − 2x) Coma x
Z8
√
8(3x2y − y3) Trefoil y
Z9
√
8(x3 − 3xy2) Trefoil x
Z10
√
5(6x4 + 12x2y2 + 6y4 − 6x2 − 6y2 + 1) Primary Spherical
Z11
√
10(4x4 − 3x2 + 3y2 − 4y4) 2ary Astig x
Z12
√
10(8x3y + 8xy3 − 6xy) 2ary Astig y
Z13
√
10(x4 − 6x2y2 + y4) Tetrafoil x
Z14
√
10(4x3y − 4xy3) Tetrafoil y
Z15
√
12(10x5 + 20x3y2 + 10xy4 − 12x3 − 12xy2)
+3x) 2ary Coma x
Z16
√
12(10x4y + 20x2y3 + 10y5 − 12x2y − 12y3)
+3y) 2ary Coma y
Z17
√
12(5x5 − 10x3y2 − 15xy4 − 4x3 + 12xy2) 2ary Trefoil x
Z18
√
12(15x4y + 10x2y3 − 5y5 − 12x2y + 4y3) 2ary Trefoil y
Z19
√
12(x5 − 10x3y2 + 5xy4) Pentafoil x
Z20
√
12(5x4y − 10x2y3 + y5) Pentafoil y
Z21
√
7(20x6 + 60x4y2 + 60x2y4 + 20y6 − 30x4
−60x2y2 − 30y4 + 12x2 + 12y2 − 1) 2ary Spherical
Z22
√
14(30x5y + 60x3y3 + 30xy5 − 40x3y − 40xy3
+12xy) 3ary Astig y
Z23
√
14(15x6 + 15x4y2 − 20x4 + 6x2 − 15x2y4
−15y6 + 20y4 − 6y2) 3ary Astig x
Z24
√
14(24x5y − 20x3y − 24xy5 + 20xy3) 2ary Tetrafoil y
Z25
√
14(6x6 − 5x4 − 30x4y2 − 30x2y4 + 30x2y2
Z26
√
14(6x5y − 20x3y3 + 6xy5)
Z27
√
14(x6 − 15x4y2 + 15x2y4 − y6)
Table A.3: Cartesian form and description of Zernike standard coefficients in Zemax clas-
sification
Appendix B
1D Procedure:
Parameters Computation
B.1 P11 computation
Let us consider first the second order crossed term parameter P11, which
can be evaluated by defining two profiles of slopes ±1, along the diagonals
of the image: n = m+ τ (y = x+ cst) and n = −m+ ν (y = x− cst). The
second order phase component of the NPL along the first profile is
ϕ+1 =P10m+ P01(m+ τ) + P20m
2 + P02(m+ τ)
2 + P11m(m+ τ)
= (P20 + P02 + P11)m
2 + (P10 + P01 + 2P02τ + P11P02)m+(
P01τ + P02τ
2
)
=a
(+1)
2 m
2 + a
(+1)
1 m+ a
(+1)
0 . (B.1)
Similarly, along the other profile, we have
ϕ−1 =(P20 + P02 − P11)m2 + ... = a(−1)2 m2 + a(−1)1 m+ a(−1)0 , (B.2)
which yields
P11 =
a
(+1)
2 − a(−1)2
2
, (B.3)
where a(+1)2 and a
(−1)
2 are the second order coefficient of the polynomial fit
along the diagonal profiles, respectively y = x + cst and y = −x + cst.
Henceforth we will note a(+j)i the i
th order coefficient of the polynomial fit
along a profile of slope j : y = jx+ cst.
B.2 P12 and P21 computation
In order to compute the third order crossed terms P12 and P21, we need
to consider two additional profiles at n = 2m + τ (y = 2x + cst) and
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n = −2m + ν (y = −2x + cst). Along the two profiles of slope ±1, the
relations to the third order hold
ϕ+1 =(P30 + P03 + P12 + P21)m
3 + ... = a
(+1)
3 m
3 + ...
ϕ−1 =(P30 − P03 + P12 − P21)m3 + ... = a(−1)3 m3 + .... (B.4)
For the profiles of slope ±2, we have
ϕ+2 =(P30 + 8P03 + 4P12 + 2P21)m
3 + ... = a
(+2)
3 m
3 + ...,
ϕ−2 =(P30 − 8P03 + 4P12 − 2P21)m3 + ... = a(−2)3 m3 + .... (B.5)
Eliminating the terms P30 and P03 in these equations yield
P12 =
a
(+2)
3 + a
(−2)
3 − a(+1)3 − a(−1)3
6
, (B.6)
P21 =
2
3
(
a
(+1)
3 − a(−1)3 −
a
(+2)
3 − a(−2)3
8
)
. (B.7)
B.3 P13 and P31 computation
Using the same profiles as before, we have the following relations
ϕ+1 =(P40 + P04 + P22 + P13 + P31)m
4 + ... = a
(+1)
4 m
4 + ...,
ϕ−1 =(P40 + P04 + P22 − P13 − P31)m4 + ... = a(−1)4 m4 + ...,
ϕ+2 =(P40 + 16P04 + 4P22 + 8P13 + 2P31)m
4 + ... = a
(+2)
4 m
4 + ...,
ϕ−2 =(P40 + 16P04 + 4P22 − 8P13 − 2P31)m4 + ... = a(−2)4 m4 + .... (B.8)
which leads to
P13 =
a
(+2)
4 − a(−2)4
12
− a
(+1)
4 − a(−1)4
6
P31 =
2(a
(+1)
4 − a(−1)4 )
3
− a
(+2)
4 − a(−2)4
12
, (B.9)
where a(±i)4 (i = 1, 2) are the fourth order coefficients of the polynomial fit
along the respective profiles.
B.4 P22 computation
In order to compute P22 without using the values P40 and P04, we need
two additional profiles n = m/2 + τ (y = x/2 + cst) and n = −m/2 + τ
(y = −x/2 + cst). As before, checking the fourth order terms in the NPL
along these profiles yield
ϕ+ 1
2
=
1
16
(16P40 + P04 + 4P22 + 2P13 + 8P31)m
4 + · · · =a(+
1
2
)
4 m
4+,
ϕ− 1
2
=
1
16
(16P40 + P04 + 4P22 − 2P13 − 8P31)m4 + · · · =a(−
1
2
)
4 m
4 + . (B.10)
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Eliminating the terms P13 and P31 yields the following equation system
P40 + P04 + P22 =
a
(+1)
4 + a
(−1)
4
2
P40 + 16P04 + 4P22 =
a
(+2)
4 + a
(−2)
4
2
P40 +
P04
16
+
P22
4
=
a
(+ 1
2
)
4 + a
(− 1
2
)
4
2
. (B.11)
The system is defined by the matrix A,
A =
 1 1 11 16 4
1 1/16 1/4
 (B.12)
which can be inverted easily to solve the system
A−1 =
1
9
 −4 1/5 64/5−4 4/5 16/5
17 −1 −16
 (B.13)
Finally we have
P22 =
17
18
(
a
(+1)
4 + a
(−1)
4
)
− 1
18
(
a
(+2)
4 + a
(−2)
4
)
− 8
9
(
a
(+ 1
2
)
4 + a
(− 1
2
)
4
)
(B.14)
B.5 P14, P41, P32 and P23 computation
Let us consider the fifth order terms along the profiles extracted before.
We have
ϕ+1 =(P50 + P05 + P41 + P14 + P32 + P23)m
5 + · · · =a(+1)5 m5+
ϕ−1 =(P50 − P05 − P41 + P14 + P32 − P23)m5 + · · · =a(−1)5 m5+
ϕ+2 =(P50 + 32P05 + 2P41 + 16P14 + 4P32 + 8P23)m
5+ =a
(+2)
5 m
5+
ϕ−2 =(P50 − 32P05 − 2P41 + 16P14 + 4P32 − 8P23)m5+ =a(−2)5 m5+
ϕ+ 1
2
=
(
P50 +
P05
32
+
P41
2
+
P14
16
+
P32
4
+
P23
8
)
m5 + · · · =a(+
1
2
)
5 m
5+
ϕ− 1
2
=
(
P50 − P05
32
− P41
2
+
P14
16
+
P32
4
− P23
8
)
m5 + · · · =a(−
1
2
)
5 m
5 + . (B.15)
Combining these equations yields the following system
P50 + P14 + P32 =
a
(+1)
5 + a
(−1)
5
2
P50 + 16P14 + 4P32 =
a
(+2)
5 + a
(−2)
5
2
P50 +
P14
16
+
P32
4
=
a
(+ 1
2
)
5 + a
(− 1
2
)
5
2
. (B.16)
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The matrix of this system is identical to the one obtained when computing
P22 (see Eq. B.12), leading to
P32 =
17
18
(
a
(+1)
5 + a
(−1)
5
)
− 1
18
(
a
(+2)
5 + a
(−2)
5
)
− 8
9
(
a
(+ 1
2
)
5 + a
(− 1
2
)
5
)
,
P14 =
2
9
(
a
(+1)
5 + a
(−1)
5
)
+
2
45
(
a
(+2)
5 + a
(−2)
5
)
+
8
45
(
a
(+ 1
2
)
5 + a
(− 1
2
)
5
)
. (B.17)
Another system can be derived from Eq. B.15
P05 + P41 + P23 =
a
(+1)
5 − a(−1)5
2
32P05 + 2P41 + 8P23 =
a
(+2)
5 − a(−2)5
2
P05
32
+
P41
2
+
P23
8
=
a
(+ 1
2
)
5 − a(−
1
2
)
5
2
. (B.18)
Solving this equation system leads to
P23 =
17
18
(
a
(+1)
5 − a(−1)5
)
− 1
36
(
a
(+2)
5 − a(−2)5
)
− 32
9
(
a
(+ 1
2
)
5 − a(−
1
2
)
5
)
,
P41 =
−4
18
(
a
(+1)
5 − a(−1)5
)
+
1
180
(
a
(+2)
5 − a(−2)5
)
+
128
90
(
a
(+ 1
2
)
5 − a(−
1
2
)
5
)
(B.19)
By analogy, the definition of others profiles and the solving of resulting
equations systems allows to compute higher order crossed-terms.
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